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Abstract 
 

 
In recent times, extranet has been used extensively in SCM by business firms with exchange 
partners to achieve operating efficiency. And organizational factors play a pivotal role to fully 
acknowledge the benefits of extranet in SCM to achieve this efficiency. The purpose of our 
study is to gain a better understanding of extranet adoption in SCM and to find out the 
benefits and drawbacks of the extranet adoption. Our study showed with empirical data of two 
company’s (LKAB, Sweden and DHL, Bangladesh unit) that there is a direct relationship 
between organizational factors and extranet adoption. Organizational factors should be taken 
into consideration actively to see and measure how these factors are affecting the adoption 
processes to calibrate organizational practices to gain utmost benefits. The extranet 
investigated differed from what the literature suggested on many points. One of the features 
that has been revealed from the study that LKAB did not perceive most of the extranet 
benefits, and the reason is that LKAB has only few fixed customers and they used their 
extranet system as a supplementary services to their core businesses. On the other hand, DHL 
made the extranet system as their core business process; thus acknowledging most of the 
benefits in a positive way. Extranet has the potential to provide far more benefits to 
companies than they perceive and it is changing faster than the literature emerges. 
Technological improvements offset major disadvantages that once researchers considered 
obstacle to extranet implementation. Our research indicated that all members of the company, 
from top management personnel to first level employees should have the positive mindsets to 
adapt to contemporary developments in technology to reap the maximum benefits of extranet. 
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"Extranet is the next hot internet application"  
                                                                      -  W. Bradley Holtz 
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 MASTER THESIS INTRODUCTION 

1   INTRODUCTION 
 

n this chapter, we are going to discuss various attributes and significance of Supply Chain 
Management, and then we are going to address the issue of extranet and how Supply 

Chain Management are getting impacted by the extranet technology. We then concentrate on 
seeing the benefits and drawbacks of extranets in Supply Chain Management perspective. 
Lastly, based on this discussion, we are explaining the problem discussion followed by 
constructing the research problem that would act as the anchor to formulate the research 
questions in later chapter. 

 I

 
1.1 Background 
 
Globalization of market, increased competition, reducing gap between products in terms of 
quality and price are compelling the industry to rethink about how to manage business 
operations more efficiently and effectively (Hult et al, 2005). Since, scope for improvement 
within the organization is decreasing; the companies are looking for business activities 
beyond the organization’s boundary. More specifically, they are trying to improve the 
business activities of the suppliers and partners to improve the overall performance and 
effectiveness of the supply chain. (Sarmah et al, 2005). 
 
The term “supply chain management” (SCM) describes the sequence of processes and 
activities involved in the complete manufacturing and distribution cycle – it includes product 
design through materials and component ordering through manufacturing, assembly, 
warehousing and distribution until the finished product reaches the end user (Franks, 2000). 
SCM integrates the relationships and operations of immediate, first tier suppliers and those 
several tiers back in the supply chain, in order to assist different-tier suppliers in meeting 
requirements like quality, delivery and timely exchange of information. A healthy SCM will 
reduce inventories, increase inventory turns, and reduce cost associated with inefficient 
logistic management thus improving the strategic and competitive advantage of the firm. 
(Serve et al, 2002). Firms such as Wal-Mart, Toyota, and Dell have utilized SCM skills into 
competitive advantages and become the market leader in the industry. They have organized 
the middlemen within their supply chain and have also exemplified an innovative business 
model through their effective SCM. (Hult et al, 2005).  
 
Companies that implement SCM also takes ideas from key partners and involve them in new 
product development It links inventories to actual needs. Companies can link sales, 
marketing, distribution and manufacturing processes. These links can build bridges and 
establish partnerships with customers, suppliers, and to improve customer services and the 
expansion of markets. (Serve et al, 2002).  
 
Kehoe and Boughton (2001) asserted that the importance of the SCM has grown over the 
years. Companies reduced their manufacturing capabilities and placed a greater dependence 
on the suppliers. In a highly competitive economy, companies need to respond to the demand 
of the customers, as a result effective management of the supply chain is the critical factor to 
the market success. Operational success of the SCM depends upon the efficient flow of 
information through the supply chain. To ensure the flow of information companies are 
focusing on the business practices and breaking down functional barriers.(ibid). Copacino 
(2000) described a system he calls an “e-synchronized supply chain” a concept that links 
suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, customers and carries in an extranet enabled electronic 
network that enables the coordinated planning, real time exchange of information and 
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performance reporting. The inventions of modern information and communication 
technologies facilitate the successful integration of business functions in the SCM. (ibid). 
 
According to Pawar and Driva (2000) the development of communication technology that 
best suits the SCM has a long history. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) was introduced in 
the late 70’s to support the SCM activities of large companies. By the end of 80’s ISDN and 
VAN were developed, and 90’s witnessed the explosion of internet and intranet. Internet 
technologies lead to the extranet, a semi private network that improved the entire SCM. (ibid).  

Extranets are fast becoming common in the corporate world and is more open to the public 
than an intranet environment but it is more private than the internet. Extranet removes the 
simplicity of the “them and us” and so can rapidly become very complicated to secure. 
(Morgen, 2004).  An extranet is the bridge between the public internet and the private 
intranets (Anandarajan et al., 1998). Morgen (2004) classified that three extranet deployments 
are the most common: 1).Bilateral - point-to-point connections are the most expensive; these 
are leased lines that do not traverse the public network. Bilateral is the most secure 
connection. 2). Shared - The use of a third party to supply a private network between the 
extranet partners 3). Internet Overlay - using a public network such as the internet, upon 
which secure tunnels are created between the respective extranet partners, typically through 
the use of IPSec-based VPN technology. This is the most common execution of an extranet 
connection as they provide both extensive security and a comparatively cheap connection. 
(ibid). 

Angeles (2001) described how extranet works in a B2B settings. When two firms, say firm A 
and firm B, decide to connect, they open their intranet servers from the company to a secure 
connection over the public network. If firm A initiates the connection, the data’s are first 
encrypted, then travel through firm A’s firewall on to the internet to be on their way to firm B. 
The data reaches firm B’s firewall, the system will recognize the data originated from firm A 
and will accept. After decryption the data send to the appropriate business application for 
processing. Thus, the transaction is secured and data is provided a secured “tunnel” or 
passageway through both firm A and B’s firewalls and feels as if the two firms are on the 
same network. The computer that initiates the session and the computer that will be accepting 
the transaction are authenticated by checking the identity of the server and vice-versa. The 
encryption process for the data packets are specially coded so that the computers at both ends 
of the message will know that a secure computer-to-computer connection is being established. 
(ibid). Preston (1998) further added that the user can access the extranet from any remote 
location of his or her choice via the internet.  

While describing multifarious benefits of extranets many authors had given diverse views, of 
which Franklin (1997) stated that some of the reasons for companies using extranets in this 
era of strict competition are that most companies are continually looking for new and better 
ways to speed communications between trading partners, establish better relationships with 
customers, suppliers, and reduce expenditures. And according to Anderson (1998) using 
extranet can help companies realize many of these goals. Passovoy (2002) said that extranet 
has its benefits; more and more companies are discovering extranets and its advantages. He 
also mentioned that companies are meeting a number of business requirements that can be 
cost-effectively met with an extranet. (ibid). According to Kallioranta and Volsky (2004) 
many companies are now building extranets to improve communication and connectivity with 
their customers, vendors, and partners. And benefits of extranets far outweigh initial 
deployment headaches. (Morgen, 2004). (Chou et al, 2004) described that Internet and Web 
technologies, i.e., extranet can support the entire supply chain's operations and it is   fast, 
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inexpensive, he further opined that SCM utilizes extranets to control costs, reduce paperwork, 
lower inventory, and shorten product cycles. Copacino (2000) added that the extranet operates 
as a tool that allows supply chain activities to be carried out in a synchronized, instantaneous 
manner, facilitating maximum supply chain performance. 

According to (Chou et al, 2004) the Dell Computers comes as the flagship company of 
extranet usage when the power of SCM is exemplified. It has started in 1984 in Austin, and 
became the no. 1 PC maker in the US market in 1999. Dell’s PCs are made by electronic 
order and are delivered directly to its customers. Dell Computers continues to enhance and 
widen its competitive advantage by integrating the internet technology into its entire business 
process, including online sales, procurement, customer support and relationship 
management.(ibid). This highlights the value of ‘strategic supply chain management’- 
viewing supply chains not just as production and distribution mechanisms, but also as 
important competitive weapons (Hult et al, 2005).  

However, In spite of all these benefits, the enthusiastic extranet implementer must not ignore 
the risks with the technology. According to Vlosky et al, (2000) extranets are just too 
important to completely trust to the IT development – not on technical grounds, but because 
of cultural issues. Kallioranta and Volsky (2004) pointed that impediments for extranet 
implementation include: lack of commitment from senior management and staff, management 
fear, user resistance, resistance to share data and knowledge, change management, and the 
process of integrating extranets into existing operating process of the firm. Lancaster et al, 
(2006) mentioned that in SCM true freedom of information has to be taken into consideration 
to achieve benefits and mistrust in sharing data with other companies can hamper the benefit. 
Another drawback of successful implementation of extranet in SCM is over reliance of speed 
instead of agility. Speed of information exchange is great in supply chain decision but 
inability to respond to unusual situation provides greater disadvantage, especially where 
supply and demand change continuously. (ibid).  

1.2 Problem Discussion 
 
Gallupe and Tan (1999) stated that extranet adoption in a SCM is very much dependent on 
national culture. According to (Kehoe and Boughton, 2001) organisations will need to 
fundamentally change the way they do business, the barriers lie with the business rather than 
the technology. Studies have reported different practices in different countries. The old 
organizational culture may be highly resistant to the change required to fully recognize the 
benefits of extranets (Kallioranta and Volsky 2004). However, there have been relatively few 
studies on the significance of e-supply chain information services such as extranet. Further, 
information services that are designed for an extranet are very much different from the 
information system that is internally adopted (intranet) by each supply chain partner. (Chow, 
2003). Cagliano et al, (2003) pointed out that the partial adoption of the internet on a few 
processes and complete adoptions throughout the SCM are used by companies. The positive 
benefits of integrating the extranet into SCM outweighed the risks and associate costs, and 
firms who have completed such integration hold a competitive advantage over those have not. 
The extensive adoption of the Extranet is closely related to the considerable use of other 
mechanisms of supply chain integration, namely information sharing and system coupling 
(Lankford, 2004).  
 
The problem area arises according to Kallioranta and Volsky (2004) how companies are 
adopting extranets in B2B supply chain, or how companies are able to benefit from extranet 
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implementation. The research should be directed towards a deeper analysis of extranet 
adoption in SCM, in order to understand which benefits /drawbacks can be drawn by extranet 
based solutions in different SCM. There is a gap in research, to quantify the adoption of 
extranet on supply chain performance, in order to provide an objective measure of its highly 
proclaimed benefits/drawbacks. (Cagliano et al, 2003). Although many supply chain 
practitioners recognized the importance of extranet adoption, they lacked knowledge about 
the benefits and drawbacks of extranet implementation. (Chow, 2004). 
 
Both the academic and practitioner have recognized the immense potential of extranet in 
providing interoperability among diverse information systems. There has been little research 
effort to address the specific issue of extranet adoption in an organizations supply chain. 
Adoption related issues from a business information technology perspective–such as the most 
cost-effective strategy to implement this technology in a supply chain and the driving factors 
for successful implementation–have been under-addressed so far. Implementation of new 
technology requires a careful assessment of the needs and capabilities of the organization as 
well as the cost-effective adoption strategies. Research efforts are thus needed to investigate 
the adoption process in the extranet context. (Chen et al, 2005). 
 
The above discussion guides us to formulate that following research problem. 
 
The purpose of the study is to gain a better understanding of extranet adoption in 
supply chain management and to find out the benefits and drawbacks of the extranet 
adoption. 
 
1.3 Study Limitations 
 
In this study, we have tried to gain a better understanding of extranet adoption in SCM and its 
significance, drawbacks within the realm of only two companies. Although, to gain an overall 
and comprehensive perspective of extranet phenomenon require more in depth studies with 
more than two companies as cases. We have confined our investigations within our time 
frame of twenty weeks and with our limited resources to amalgamate empirical data from one 
person in each company to capture the context of extranet scenario, which we cannot claim to 
have given a complete picture of extranet adoption in SCM with related benefits and 
drawbacks. Moreover, extranet being a relatively new concept in IT field, we had to rely only 
on few journals and articles that had been published in this area. 
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2   LITERATURE REVIEW  
 

his chapter elaborates various articles relating to the problem discussion explained in 
the earlier chapter. Firstly, SCM is being discussed with the adoption of extranet 

technology, and then we put forth the factors influencing the adoption of extranet in SCM to 
give elaboration of various factors that have influenced on extranet adoption in SCM. Finally, 
we concentrate on literatures that delved with benefits and drawbacks of extranets to come to 
a thorough understanding to postulate possible research questions and frame of reference in 
the following chapter. 

 T

“Your critical literature review will form the foundation on which your research is built”     
-  Mark Saunders et el. (2003) 

2.1 SCM  

SCM addresses the management of materials and information across the entire chain from 
suppliers to producers, distributors, retailers, and customers. It helps the company to make an 
optimal plan for the whole chain. Actions taken by one member of the chain can influence all 
others in the chain.(Chopra and Meindl, 2001). The historical evolution of supply chain can 
be traced back to the development of quick response (QR) programs in the textile and 
clothing industry (Lummus and Vokurka, 1999). According to Fiorito et al, (1998, p. 237), 
QR is a “strategy where the manufacturer strives to provide products and services to its retail 
customers in exact quantities on a continuous basis with minimum lead times, resulting in 
minimum inventory levels throughout the pipeline”. The main focus of SCM is not limited to 
improving the relationship and co-ordination between buyers and suppliers. Rather, SCM 
requires all parties involved in producing and delivering a product to take a holistic approach 
to manage and integrate key business functions in order to achieve a smooth flow of 
information and product along a supply chain. (Cooper et al, 1997).  

Early efforts of SCM was focused on the firm's internal processes and extended to supply 
chain partners that were most immediately affected by the firm's products and services 
(Lancaster, 2006).Supply chain strategy is no longer a single focus discipline, meant for one 
department, but a cross-functional decision-making process. It is a means to compete in the 
marketplace and thus a factor in corporate strategy (Subrahmani, 2004). Most significant 
paradigm shifts of modern business management is that individual businesses no longer 
compete as independent entities, but rather as supply chains. Now the competition becomes 
supply chain versus supply chain. The supply chain is not a chain of businesses with one-to-
one, but a network of multiple businesses and relationships. (Drucker, 1998).  

According to Lambart et al, (1998) managing from initial suppliers’ to end customer’s 
networks is an enormous undertaking. Managing the entire supply chain is a very difficult and 
challenging task, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
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The supply chain network consists of the member firms and the links between these firms. All 
firms participate in a supply chain, from the raw materials to the ultimate consumer.  Length 
of the supply chain and the number of suppliers and customers at each level is depends upon 
the complexity of the product, the number of available suppliers, and the availability of raw 
materials. The closeness of the relationship at different points in the supply chain will differ 
according to the level of partnership appropriate for particular supply chain links. (Lambert et 
al, 1998).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.1: Supply Chain Network 
SOURCE: Lambert et al, (1998), p. 3 
 
It is necessary to identify who the core members of the supply chain are, because all types of 
members may cause the total network to become highly complex. It is important to sort out 
some basis for determining which members are critical to the success of the supply chain and, 
thus, should be allocated managerial attention and resources. (Cooper et al,1997). 
 
The same company can perform primary activities related to one process and supportive 
activities related to another process in the supply chain. For example a manufacturer that buys 
some critical and complex production equipment from a supplier and when the manufacturer 
develops new products, it works very closely with the equipment supplier and becomes a 
primary member of the manufacture’s product development process. However, once the 
machinery is in place, the Supplier is a supportive, not a primary, member for the 
manufacturing process. The point of origin of the supply chain occurs where no previous 
primary suppliers exist. The point of consumption is where no further value is added, and the 
product or service is consumed. (Lambert et al, 1998). 
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The management of supply chains is characterized by high degrees of difficulty, recognized in 
the multiple relationships and interactions between trading partners. These interactions are 
complicated by their volume, variation in processes and the complexity inherent in the 
dependencies between parties in time and space. (Lee et al, 1997; Walker, 2001). It has a 
direct impact on the ability of organizations to manage inventories, cash flows and service 
levels beyond the enterprise. The information technologies become more sophisticated and 
accessible, so the expectation for the technology to improve information flows has been 
high.(ibid). 

Modern supply chain deals with material flows and information flows across the entire chain, 
from suppliers of raw material to final customers, it comprises at least two major fields: the 
physical transformation field (mining, smelting, casting, alloying, machining, assembling; 
etc.), and the goods distribution field (conveyance, storage, and transportation). Due to the 
development of modern information technology, firms can coordinate all organizations and all 
functions involved in the whole supply chain. (Xiaobo et al, 2006).  

 2.2 Adoption of Extranet Technology in SCM  
 
The reality is that adoption and use of these technologies has been limited and the benefits are 
not clearly perceptible (Ballou et al, 2000). Many reasons are for this limited rate of adoption,  
difficulties in the nature of trading partner relationships (Bowman, 1997); the focus on short-
term goals rather than  long-term strategies (Larkins and Luce, 2000); cost and difficulty of 
implementation (Adams, 1997; Barua and Lee, 1997; Ramamurthy et al, 1999); rapid 
technological change increasing the risk of current investments becoming quickly outdated 
(Hewitt, 1999; Froehlich et al. 1999).The adoption of technology-based applications to 
improve the overall management of the supply chain, is affected by a range of issues relating 
to the technologies and organizational constraints . The emergence of internet technologies, 
especially extranet is affordable and customizable for the adoption in a SCM. (Power, 2006). 
 

Factors influencing the adoption of extranet in supply chain 

According to Soliman (2003) there is five major factors influencing the adoption decision of 
extranet in B2B supply chain. These issues are data security concerns, communication 
standards, initial investment and operational expenses, connectivity and accessibility, and 
network reliability and bandwidth as indicated in the Figure 2.2. 
 
 
 
 
 

Data 
security 
concerns 

Connectivity 
and accessibility 

 
 
 Initial investment  

and Operational costs  
 
 

Network reliability and 
bandwidth 

Communication 
standards 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Factors Influencing the Adoption of Extranet in Supply Chain  
SOURCE: Soliman, (2003) 
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Data Security 
 
Data security is the major concern to companies considering extranet based supply chain in 
B2B sector (Soliman, 2003). Companies are placing their strategic data such as financial 
reports and manufacturing schedules online, thus become open to fraud, security breaches and 
confidentiality break. They risk by exposing their sensitive information for potential hackers 
to steal, alter, or cause the system to malfunction. Many companies are worried about the 
information gathered by trading partner and the intention behind the use of the collected data. 
(Amico, 2000). 
 
Network Reliability and Bandwidth 
 
Network reliability and bandwidth are the most critical technical issue in adopting extranet in 
SCM (Dunlop, 2000). Reliability is the ability of a company to rely on the transfer of mission-
critical applications over the extranet (Pincince, 1998). Most of the risk concerns of the 
extranet are due to the existence of inadequate Web servers or applications that were not 
carefully installed. Current Internet connections in most of the countries are not so fast 
enough to accommodate high paced extranet systems because companies need to transfer real-
time information like, large multimedia files such as video and audio files. (Soliman, 2003).  
 
Communication Standards 
 
Most research efforts indicated that the existence of several communication standards 
between trading partners is a major obstacle in adopting extranet. The ease of adoption of the 
Internet’s common communication standard (TCP/IP) allows organizations to join several 
supply chains, regardless of their specific industry. (Soliman, 2003). 
 
Initial Investment and Operational Costs 
 
Scala and McGrath (1995) describes Initial investment and operational costs are the major 
factor of adopting extranet in SCM. It requires a high initial capital investment but on the 
other hand tremendous savings to organizations in terms of efficiency, time and quality of 
services.(ibid). The first significant savings is in eliminating the middle party and the 
associated high costs of subscribing to the VAN. Second, an extranet based system requires 
less investment in hardware and software to establish communication with trading partners 
than in EDI. Hence, the extranet based supply chain provides organizations with the 
scalability they need as business requirements and relationships change. (Soliman, 2003). 
 
Connectivity and Accessibility 
 
Connectivity and accessibility has the potential to create an entirely new business dimension 
for many extranet based B2B supply chain. The extranet reduces geographical, cultural, and 
linguistic barriers between partners worldwide. Connectivity to the Internet opens the new 
door for many companies and they are utilizing it for easily access and distribution of 
information, instantly communicate production and delivery schedules, and jointly monitor 
order fulfilment and shipment information.(Sowinski, 2000). The Internet provides means to 
have parts and materials sourced from around the world and that can lead to the possibility of 
establishing relationships with new suppliers with cheaper or better-quality products. Extranet 
based supply chain models focus on the trend of outsourcing and the collaborative 
environment among trading partners. (Soliman, 2003). 
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In introducing any new technology, one of the major concerns of senior management is the 
resources associated with the change. The success of such an endeavor depends on various 
factors. Higher the level of IT sophistication of a company, the less the resources needed to 
adopt extranet technology. (Chen et al, 2005). In SCM, benefits may be more noticeable at 
different levels of the organization, but the decision to adopt may involve multiple levels of 
management due to the cross functional implications of extending adoption (Power, 2006). 
An organization's information technology sophistication and its intension to adopt extranet in 
the supply chain is depends not only on the technological aspect but also on various 
organizational characteristics (Chen et al, 2005). 
 
2.3 Factors Influencing the Adoption of Extranet in SCM  

Organizational Factors 
 
Vlosky et al. (2004) classified the organizational variables affecting adoption of extranet in 
supply chain into 3 groups. These are internal factors (organizational), external factors 
(environmental) and Technical factors. Figure 2.3 details the benefits of extranet adoption in 
SCM from the suppliers’ perspective (ibid). Following is a discussion of these variables. 
 

 

Supplier’s internal 
factors 

Supplier’s external 
factors 

Supplier’s 
Technical factors 

Adoption of 
extranet in 
supply chain 

Benefits/ 
Drawbacks 

Business 
Performance 

Figure 2.3:  Supplier’s Perspective Model of Extranet Adoption and Business Performance 
SOURCE: Adapted from Kallioranta and Vlosky, (2004) 

 
2.3.1 Internal Factors Affecting the Adoption of Extranet 
 
Corporate Culture 
 
The organization should keep the goal of the extranet at the forefront and build a collaborative 
and team-oriented culture to support it (Anandarajan et al, 1998). Organizations with 
successful extranet adoption have realized the importance of free flow of information between 
individuals and groups (Harper and Utley, 2001). A study by Vlosky et al, (2000) found out 
that companies share more information with their extranet partners than with their non-
extranet partners. Harper and Utley (2001) suggest that organizational culture should 
adequately address appropriate human behavioural elements in order to successfully adopt 
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extranet systems in their supply chain. Their analysis revealed that the following corporate 
cultural attributes had a positive correlation with the adoption of extranet systems: autonomy, 
trust, team oriented work, flexibility, and sharing information freely. Extranet adoption is an 
organization wide effort.(ibid). 
 
Corporate Structure 

orporate Structure also has influence on the adoption of extranets (Anandarajan et al, 1998). 

orporate Strategy 

he decision to adopt an extranet should originate from combining extranet into existing 

inancial and Technology Resources   

arney (1991) explains how Information Technology helps to gain the competitive advantage 

Top Management Support 

he final decision to adopt a new technology in the company is typically made by top 

 
C
According to Hamill (2000), obstacle to derive the adoption of extranet in supply chain 
include: lack of commitment (senior management and staff), management fear, and user 
resistance. Management must commit to processes, practices, methodologies, and standards to 
support the full utilization of the extranet business practices and environment (Anandarajan et 
al, 1998). Clegg et al, (1997) found that failure of extranet in companies is rarely technical in 
origin, instead organizational and human issues; poor management generally, poor 
implementation management, poor articulation of user requirements, and inadequate attention 
to business goals are the main reasons. Harper and Utley, (2001) mentioned that Mutual 
understanding of the goals inside the organization is highly important. General objectives and 
principles should be set forth, agreed on, and the information should be shared throughout the 
supply chain. Vlosky et al, (2000) project that hierarchical management systems will vanish 
and decentralized team-oriented management systems will emerge. Senior managers have a 
critical role in developing incorporated approach to organizational and technical change 
management (Clegg et al, 1997).  
 
C
 
T
supply chain strategies. Extranet can contribute to a cost leadership strategy by reducing 
transaction costs and cost effective customer service in the overall supply chain. Extranets can 
contribute to a differentiation strategy by offering a tool for greater customization and 
additional value added services. The decision to implement an extranet should come from 
business strategies. (Kallioranta and Vlosky, 2004). 
 
F
 
B
using the resource-based view of the firm and the main purposes of adopting a new 
technology are to gain a competitive advantage in the market. Availability of technical and 
financial resources is cited as one of the important factors for the adoption of extranet in SCM 
( Iacouvou et al,1995). The significance of financial resources in the corporate adoption of 
extranet is also stressed (Kambil et al, 2000). Firm size is often considered an alternative of 
financial and technological resources, and is hence believed to be positively associated with 
extranet adoption (Swanson, 1994). Eder and Igbaria (2001) found that firm size is positively 
correlated with extranet diffusion and the early adoption of extranet technology is more likely 
to happen when both the organization and its supply chain are large. 

 
T
management, regardless the resources an organization possesses. Leadership and strategic 
direction of management are the most important factors for corporate adoption of extranet 
technology in SCM. (Kambil et al, 2000). According to Zolla (1999) top management support 
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emerged as a critical factor in the diffusion phase as well as in the fit stage, where the 
innovation is tailored to meet the organization's specific requirements. There is a greater 
likelihood of extranet success when positive top management attitudes regarding a new 
technology have been communicated to end users. Top management support for the spread of 
extranet usage can be operationalized by the communication by top management to 
organizational members and other suppliers to use the technology.(Eder and Igbaria,2001). 
Chen et al, (2005) argue that specific managerial and technological arrangements are needed 
for implementing extranet in supply chain even though they are similar to intranet 
applications. Although many studies have found centralization to be negatively associated 
with information technology adoption and use while greater levels of decentralized decision-
making appears to promote adoption. (Eder and Igbaria, 2001). 
 
IT Management Maturity 

 management maturity is observed for exemplifying firms in terms of their progress in the 

IT Competency of Human Resources 

Chen et al, (2003) suggested that IT skill set is one of the factors affecting adoption and 

2.3.2 External Factors Affecting the Adoption of Extranet  

nvironment 

his includes all factors that can influence the organization, but that are out of their direct 

 
IT
planning, organization, control, and integration aspects of the Information system function. 
Greater IT management maturity can be distinguished by IT managers' awareness of the 
companies’ long-term strategic plans during Information system planning.(Gupta et al,1997). 
In addition, firms with a high level of IT management maturity, top management may be 
expected to have greater knowledge about IT and participation in implementation of extranet 
in supply chain planning (Sabherwal and King,1997). The adoption of information technology 
has often been positively associated with organizational size. Larger firms are earlier adopters 
of new technological innovations than smaller firms. Adoption of extranet in supply chain are 
positively related to firm size because increasing size creates “economies of scale”, making 
the adoption and use of new technologies more feasible. (Eder and Igbaria, 2001). 

diffusion of extranet in the supply chain. Witt and Burke (2002) argued that, in order to 
achieve competitive advantage, organizations will make substantial efforts to maintaining 
qualified IT professionals of high caliber. This challenge requires managers to consider 
workers as organizational resources and the basic skills of workforces are an element of 
competitiveness for organizations because basic skills encompass personal development, 
occupational skills, and IT skills.(ibid). 

 
E
  
T
control (Kallioranta and Volsky, 2004). The environment is ever changing, and the company 
needs to compensate for changes in culture, politics, economics and technology. The macro 
environment includes legal, political, regulatory, social, cultural, economic, and technological 
factors. In order to implement an extranet with a company’s business associates, the macro 
environment needs to support electronic communication. First, the communications 
infrastructure needs to support the Internet connectivity. The hardware and software needs to 
be refined enough to facilitate uninterrupted Internet communication. (ibid). 
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Competitors 

xtranets should not be implemented just because of competitor’s pressure (Chan and Davis, 

xchange Partners 

allioranta and Volsky (2004) postulated that a company has to find out the potential partners 

.3.3 Technical Factors Affecting the Adoption of Extranet 

Apart from the organizational factors discussed above, technological factors are necessary to 

Fundamental Information Technology  

undamental information technologies such as Web and Internet-related technologies are 

 
E
2000). According to (Kallioranta and Volsky, 2004) extranet should not be ignored if 
competitors are using extranets to collaborate with their business partners. Implementing an 
extranet solution in the supply chain which is already implemented by competitors often leads 
to a temporary competitive advantage. (ibid). 
 
E
 
K
with whom extranet connections would be beneficial and profitable. Based on their 
importance to the company strategic partners are crucial to company’s success; major partners 
are important but less critical; minor partners are not critical. (ibid). It is common that 
companies implement extranet with partners those who are bringing the largest amount of 
money in terms of sales (Angeles, 2001). Generally extranet application will only offer to 
biggest and most important customers (Chan and Davis, 2000). 
 
2

estimate the IT sophistication, especially adoption of extranet in an organization’s supply 
chain. Various technological factors are considered important for businesses' extranet 
adoption and implementation.  

 
F
crucial for successful implementation of extranet and intranet applications in a company 
(Chen et al, 2005), they elaborate that (1) human interface technologies, (2) communication 
technologies, and (3) systems support technologies are the key information technologies that 
have the greatest organizational impact. Information resources indicate the nature and amount 
of information possessed by the firm about its customers, whereas information processing 
skills means the ability of the firm to use the information to gain insight about individual 
partners and use this knowledge to customize its future businesses or communications 
(Varadarajan and Yadav, 2002). He also opined that resources and skills determine the ability 
of a firm to pursue competitive advantage in the electronic marketplace, make better decisions 
in the realm of various marketing mix variables. (ibid).Technical resources include the level 
of sophistication of the corporate IT environment (e.g. integration and infrastructure) 
Kallioranta and Vlosky (2004). According to Byrd (2001) information system infrastructure is 
the computer resources (hardware and software) and communication technologies. Various 
hardware and software components that are critical for businesses include office automation 
systems, storage and compression devices, networking devices, and decision support systems 
(Grover and Goslar, 1993). Chan and Davis (2000) note that if a company doesn’t have a 
sound information infrastructure, it will create problems in implementation and functioning of 
extranet and its net benefits. Businesses need to transfer huge amounts of data within and 
across organizations especially with suppliers in the extranet, bandwidth is another important 
determinant (Fitzgerald and Dennis, 2001).Content management has also been identified as an 
important aspect of companies' adoption of extranet technologies in their supply chain. 
Content management is a function of the ownership and intended use of the data. When e-
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business crosses enterprise boundary for extranet applications through a supply chain, content 
management will become even more critical. (Fensel, 2001).The security of information 
transferred and stored is of utmost importance (Naedele, 2003). The use of technologies like 
firewall, SSL (Secure Socket Layer), encryption, and digital signature are the primary 
indicators of the security measures the organization undertakes to protect data (Chen et al, 
2005).  

IT Readiness and Utilization 

hen et al, (2005) describe IT readiness in the scope of an organization as the degree to which 

IT Integration and Interoperability 

To facilitate successful adoption of a new technology into an organization, this new 

2.4  Benefits of Extranet 

(1998) companies use the extranets to be in touch with 

he use of extranets can help sharing of information, decrease operating costs, save time and 
resources, improve customer service, and generally improve business-to-business 

 
C
an organization is technologically prepared to adopt the new technologies. It is further 
postulated that a higher level of readiness leads to a lower level of adoption risk and a more 
successful extranet adoption in the supply chain outcome. Measurement of IT readiness 
provides a snapshot of the current use of information technology in an organization.(ibid). IT 
infrastructure is the key to the feasibility of implementing an information communication 
system in the supply chain (Duncan, 1995). IT infrastructure as “a set of shared, tangible, IT 
resources that provide a foundation to enable present and future business applications” 
(Duncan, 1995, pp. 39–40). The lowest IT infrastructure and readiness is characterized by 
centralized processing, low communications capabilities, and low resource sharing, and the 
highest IT infrastructure is characterized by decentralized computing, high communications 
capabilities, and high resource sharing and high chances of adoption of modern technologies 
like extranet in their SCM. An existing IT infrastructure that is flexible should provide a 
foundation that is less complex, making it easier for companies to implement extranet 
applications. (Eder and Igbaria, 2001). 

technology has to be well-matched with the current business processes, practices, and existing 
information system applications (Chen et al, 2005). Thermistocleous and Irani (2002) 
considered various technological structural factors such as maintainability, flexibility, 
scalability, and portability as the necessary requirements for integration. The systems 
integration and interoperability can facilitate adoption of new technologies. Duncan (1995) 
submits that unique characteristics of an IT infrastructure can be used to measure its 
flexibility and that is causally and positively related to the interoperability and integration of 
new technologies like extranet adoption. The flexibility of the infrastructure may be important 
for application integration. (Eder and Igbaria, 2001). 

 
et al, According to Anandarajan 

customers, merchants, trading partners, suppliers and several other spectators who contribute 
to the operating effectiveness. An extranets give the assistance to the firm to exchange and 
process the high volumes of business data from one computer to another. Extranet 
applications help to improve business efficiency by improving data flow and inaccuracy 
reduction and reduce the need to re-enter data from paper documents and thus prevent 
secretarial errors. It also reduces the need for human resources involved in orders and 
accounts processing. (ibid). 
 
T
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relationships (Anderson, 1998). Extranets may reorganize work related to buying and selling 
products, reduce paper work, minimize errors and shorten delivery times (Punches and 
Vlosky, 1998). Involving the entire supply chain usually permits reducing inventories because 
uncertainty about customer needs and materials needs is reduced (ibid). Kippenberger (2000) 
described usage of extranets in Infrastructure, learning and knowledge, reducing time in new 
products and services development, conducting electronic business and commerce, shortening 
sales cycle, and improving customer service and support. 
 
Vlosky et al, (1999) found the following to be the main perceived advantages of extranets: 
imeliness of information exchange, increased value to cut stomers, improved competitive 

position, increased access to industry information, lower cost of doing business, increased 
sales, increased access to vendors, lower cost to promote company products, improved 
delivery, a preferred way to sell products, and lower prices to customers. Angeles (2001) 
found the following benefits in a different study: lowering the cost of doing business overall, 
increasing speed of business-to-business transactions, reducing transaction errors, increasing 
the volume of business with partners, collaborating effectively with partners, coordinating 
work flow more smoothly, extending the reach of the internet-worked enterprise, easy access 
to information anytime, anywhere, among other benefits. 
 
Lancioni et al, (2000) have identified several benefits of extranet in SCM. These are given in 
he Table 2.1 below: t

 
Table 2.1: Benefits of Extranet in SCM 
 
 

1.  On-line vendor catalogs from which buyers can find, select, and order items directly from 
suppliers without any human contact. 

2.  The ability to track shipments using a wide variety of modes including truck, rail, and air 
transport. 

3.  The ability to contact vendors or buyers regarding customer service problems from late 
deliveries, stock-outs, alterations in scheduled shipment dates, late arrivals, and a wide 
variety of other service issues. 

4.   The ability to reserve space in public warehouses for anticipated deliveries to market 
locations. 

5.  The ability to schedule outbound shipments from private and public distribution centers on a 
24-hour basis. 

6.   The ability to provide 7-day/24-hour worldwide customer service. 
7.   The ability to receive orders from international customers. 
8.   The ability to check the status of orders placed with vendors. 
9.   The ability to place bids on projects issued by government and industry buyers. 
10. The ability to notify vendors of changes in configurations in products that are produced to 

order. 
11. The ability to pay invoices electronically and to check outstanding debit balances. 
12. The ability to track equipment locations including rail cars, trucks, and material handling 

equipment. 
13. The ability to directly communicate with vendors, customers, etc. regarding supply issues on 

a 7-day/24-hour basis via E-mail. 
14. The ability to schedule pickups and deliveries. 
15. o customer service problems. The ability to be more responsive t
16. The ability to reduce service costs and response time. 
 

SOURCE: Adapted from Lancioni et al, 2000, p. 2 
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According to Lancioni et al, (2000) the goals of supply chain systems are multidimensional, 
proved communication among 

plementation in 

d 
tribute to both, cost leadership strategy by 

and these are cost minimization, increased levels of service, im
supply chain companies, and increased flexibility in terms of delivery and response time. The 
mentioned benefits in Table 2.1 have come under the purview of these goals. 
 
Anandarajan et al, (1998) classified benefits of extranet in three categories: Strategic, tactical 
and operational. These classification helps exploring the effects of extranet im
strategic level - ties into Porter’s (1985) strategy types, on operational level - ties into the 
value chain activities, and on tactical level - as a tool for gaining competitive advantage. 
 
2.4.1 Strategic Benefits of Extranets Adoption 
 

xtranets can be incorporated in Porter’s (1985) generic strategy types Kallioranta anE
Vlosky (2004). Extranet implementation can con
offering means to offer standardized and cost effective customer service, and differentiation 
strategy by offering a tool for greater customization and offering additional value added 
services. He also quoted Anandarajan et al, (1998) that following strategic benefits were 
gained through extranet implementation: faster trading cycle; ability to win new business; 
ability to respond to highly competitive new market entrants. Kallioranta and Vlosky (2004) 
identified extranets’ benefits in at different strategy types as given in the following table. 
 

Table 2.2: Strategic Benefits of Extranet Adoption 
 
Strategy Type Extranet Benefits 
Cost Leader • Efficient Operations 

• Reduced Transaction Costs 
cient customer service • Standardized and effi

Differentiation • Value Added Services 
• Differentiated Exchange Experience 
• Mass Customization 

Focus • Improved relationships 
stomers • Offered to selected cu

Broad scope  a broad scope of • Cost effective to offer to
partners 

‘’Stuck-in-the-middle’’ 

ion 

• Repeat off-line business processes 
• Imitate competitors 
• Serve everybody with generic solut

 
SOURCE: Adapted from Kallioranta d

ccording to Anandarajan et al, (1998) an extranet has the potential to offer intangible 
erships and collaboration. Extranets make a 

 an  Vlosky, 2004, p. 5 
 
2.4.2 Tactical Benefits of Extranet Adoption 
 
A
marketing benefits that include business partn
great marketing tool to offer value-added services, such as inventory visibility, reporting 
tools, up-to-date forecasts, on-line chats, delivery tracking, and customized user interfaces, it 
also allow low-cost information exchange and offer customization through customer 
profiling. He also argued that extranets may also lead directly or indirectly to an enhanced 
corporate image. (ibid). Companies can participate with supply chain partners in joint product 
development and intelligence sharing (McCune, 1998). Adoption of extranet in supply chain 
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diminished the information asymmetry between suppliers and buyers, as well as enriched 
transactional and relational environment information (Varadarajan and Yadav, 2002). 
 
2.4.3 Operational Benefits of Extranets Adoption 
 
Operational benefits from extranet adoption in SCM 
low Anandarajan et al, (1998). Extranets can provide co

include reduced costs and improved cash 
st reductions by: efficient f

procurement and logistics management, better production planning and reduced inventories; 
improved delivery times; reduced sales costs; reduced order processing and service costs. 
Ling and Yen (2001) said that an extranet has the potential to provide information that is 
immediate, cost-effective, easy to use, rich in format, and versatile. Kallioranta and Vlosky 
(2004) further investigated the benefits of extranets in Porter’s value chain model. 
Considering this study’s scope, primary activities are combined with procurement from 
secondary activities from Porter’s value chain model. Other secondary activities are 
incorporated and discussed under organizational factors in this study. Benefits of extranet in 
value chain activities are mentioned below:  
 
Table 2.3: Operational Benefits of Extranet Adoption 
 

Value Chain Activity Benefits of Extranet 
Inbound Logistics & Procurement • Increased Collaboration 

ycle 

chases 

• Reduced Order C
• More responsive supply 
• Small and frequent pur

Production and Operations nd information  
ate data into planning 

• Sharing supply and dema
• Integration of timely and accur
• Better demand forecast 
• Reduced bullwhip effect 
• Reduced inventory 

Outbound Logistics and Distribution ries 

 of tracking information 

• Elimination of Intermedia
• Electronic Delivery 
• Accurate Shipment 
• Improved availability

Marketing and Sales d customer information • Improved market an
• Faster documentation process 
• Lower communication Costs 
• Improved Relationship 

Service (during and after) 

 cost 

• 24/7 information access 
• Faster response 
• Customized service at low

 

SOURCE: Adapted from Kallioranta and l

hile adopting Extranet in SCM. A firm must be 
committed to using the system, as phone, fax, and written record, (instead relying on the 

 V osky, 2004, p. 8 
 
2.5 Drawbacks of Extranet in SCM 

There are several issues to consider w

automated supply chain system) and it influences the firm's processes as well. Before 
implementing extranet, the company must make sure that they are in alignment with the 
information system. Suppliers must be convinced that Extranet is right for them, and that the 
benefits will reach their organizations. (Pender, 2001). 
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Costs of Implementation  

According to Lankford (2004) Implementation of a fully-integrated Extranet-based supply 
pense includes hardware cost, software cost, reorganization cost, 

and training costs. Company has to allocate the precious time and effort for the successful 

According to Scalet (2001) many companies show little trust in sharing actual data with other 
e organizations shield company information for fear that it will end up in a 

competitor's hands, thus reducing the true freedom of information throughout the supply 

Another drawback of extranet implemented SCM is the over reliance on speed instead of 
chain strategies do not work when forced to respond to 

unexpected events because the inventory levels are minimized, thus less stock to handle 

Extranet implementation in the supply chain forces the small suppliers to enter in the long-
cts and services become common across their industry. 

If a firm no longer has sole control over its operations, its processes become easily copied. 

Liability issue is another drawback of extranet use. The extranet operator may be liable for the 
partners due to an extranet crash (Nash, 1997). 

Anderson (1998) cited that the biggest concern of an extranet system is security. Any system 
ternet is vulnerable to encroachment from outside personnel. Sensitive 

information like financial data, and specifications of new products, can make extranets a 

 

chain is expensive. This ex

extranet implementation. Extranet promises many advantages once it is fully integrated into a 
supply chain, but a significant initial investment is needed for full deployment. (ibid). 

Loss of Trust 

companies. Som

chain. Companies having a competitive advantage through its supply chain strategy, sharing 
its processes may even lead to the loss of that advantage.  

Unable to Adapt to Change 

agility (Lee, 2004). Supply 

emergencies. This emergency may; a delayed shipment, a broken down truck, a jump in 
demand, a natural disaster. Unable to adapt to change, these supply chain systems are 
inaccurate and put their firm at a disadvantage. (Lancaster et al, 2006). 

Losing the Inimitability of Product 

term relationships; resulting the produ

Competitors can also partner with like companies, creating products and services that are 
same on features.  (Porter, 2001). 

Unnecessary Liability 

loss of business to other 

Lack of Security 

that uses public in

target for hackers.(ibid). Maintaining confidentiality is a big task in extranet and the host 
company must make sure that information is seen and accessed by the intended recipients 
only (Bort and Felix, 1997). 
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Uneven Partner Benefit 

any of the extranet benefits are unevenly balanced across the supply chain. Large SCMs 
directly receive many of the benefits while smaller suppliers bear additional costs and 

ni, 2004). While the main company can decrease its inventory, the 
smaller supplier is burdened with additional functions and the cost that goes along with those 

mbers of the supply chain to 
create better partnerships, coordinate their operations, and reduce inefficiencies; but it 

ation sharing (Palevich, 1999). Many companies are forced to 
share information electronically that they once considered proprietary to stay competitive in 

bers of the supply chain. Increased dependency on various 
members of the supply chain may have disastrous consequences in the long run (Lankford, 

tions have increased as extranet use in supply chain has become part of daily routine. 
When customers send orders electronically, they expect to get a quick response from the 

dictating terms and conditions to suppliers 
for conducting business with the company. The introduction of extranet-based supply chains 

 

M

responsibilities. (Subrama

responsibilities. Smaller suppliers hope that their willingness to partner with the larger firms 
will result in the improved future relations. (Subramani, 2004). 

Increased Interdependence  

Internet facilitates various levels of incorporation that help me

requires lot of trust and inform

the market (IIE Solutions, 1999). 

Global competition, and shrinking profit margins are forcing companies to increase 
outsourcing and thus to minimize cost (Mecker, 1999). It requires increased confidence and 
information sharing between mem

2004). 

Keeping Up With the Change in Expectations  

Expecta

company and thus gradually these customers are 

make possible the change to a “pull” manufacturing strategy replacing the traditional “push” 
strategy. (Democker, 2000). 
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3   FRAME OF REFERENCE 
 

n this chapter we take into account the literatures discussed in the previous chapter. We 
then select relevant literatures logically to commensurate our research problem, after 

that we construct the research questions that would help us to answer the research problem. 
This follows the frame of reference of this study, and that is the basis to conceptualize 
pertinent variables from selected literatures to have a foundation to build interview guide for 
empirical investigation.  

 I

 
3.1 Research Problem 
 
The purpose of the study is to gain a better understanding of extranet adoption in 
supply chain management and to find out the benefits and drawbacks of the extranet 
adoption.  
 
In the first chapter we have constructed the above research problem, which led us to several 
literatures in the second chapter that explained SCM and adoption of extranet technology in 
SCM. Several factors have been identified that have influenced the extranet adoption in SCM. 
It was found from various literatures that organizational internal and external factors have 
direct influence in extranet adoption in SCM. Several benefits have been identified by various 
authors while explaining the importance of extranet in SCM, at the same time; several 
drawbacks have also been pointed out by these authors who posited that drawbacks of 
extranets in SCM should also be considered for achieving higher business performance and to 
have the true benefits of extranet adoption. 
 
Based on the stated research problem we would like to construct our research questions that 
would lead us to formulate our frame of reference of this study. According to the literatures 
we discussed earlier, many authors exhibited diverse view of extranet adoption in SCM in 
terms of various technical aspects that were necessary to make sure the proper adoption 
process. For example, Soliman (2003) showed five key factors, e.g. data security, network 
reliability & bandwidth, communication standards, initial investment & operational costs, and 
connectivity & accessibility. These factors are purely related to technical aspects relating to 
the initial process of extranet adoption. In this study we want to perceive the extranet adoption 
in SCM in terms of organizational factors that are closely related to management aspect of 
extranet and have day to day implication in regular business transaction. This will give us a 
clear picture to have a better understanding of this adoption to find out how benefit and 
drawbacks are related to this extranet adoption. For this reason, we focused our vision to a 
particular model propounded by Kallioranta and Vlosky, (2004) where they categorized 
different organizational factors that have direct influence on extranet adoption in SCM. These 
are internal, external, and technical factors. All these factors have been found to be the chief 
components of extranet adoption that can be linked with benefits and drawbacks of this 
adoption. Based on this model we postulate our first research question here: 
 
3.1.1 Research Question 1  
 
 
Extranet adoption in SCM would be our primary focus in this research. As such, we  
 

How can the extranet adoption in SCM be described in terms of organizational factors? 
 

Extranet adoption in SCM would be our primary focus in this study. As such, we would make 
out relevant variables from various factors that have influence the extranet adoption in SCM. 
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However, the understanding of extranet adoption in SCM would not be complete without 
explaining multifarious benefits associated with successful extranet adoption. We already 
appraised several specific extranet benefits propounded by Lancioni et al, (2000) in our 
literature review. They mentioned that these benefits have significant opportunities for cost 
reduction and service improvements. Anandarajan et al, (1998) and Kallioranta and Vlosky 
(2004) also put forth various extranet benefits and categorized them at different strategy 
types; these are strategic, tactical, and operational benefits of extranets. The importance of 
extranet benefits mentioned by various authors have also been recognized by our research 
problem, and therefore, we suggest our second research question as follow: 
 
3.1.2 Research Question 2 
 
 
 
 

How can the benefits of extranet in SCM be described? 

Every technology has its benefits and drawbacks, without fully comprehend the risk of new 
technology the true benefit cannot be achieved. This important scenario has also been 
considered in our research problem, and hence we incorporated several theories related to 
drawbacks of extranet in SCM in our literature review section. Many authors have pointed out 
possible risks coupled with extranet benefits that need to be completely understood for 
achieving higher business performance. After internalizing the fact of pit- falls of extranet, an 
organization can expect to flourish with extranet adoption. For this reason, another research 
question is applicable for our research: 
 
3.1.3 Research Question 3 
 
 
 
 

How can the drawbacks of extranet in SCM be described? 

Upon having satisfactory answers to these research questions we can expect to gain a better 
understanding of our research problem.  
 
3.2 Conceptual Framework and Frames of Reference 
 
The objective of conceptual framework is to explain either graphically or narrative form, the 
main things that would be studied – the key factors, constructs or variables and the apparent 
relationships among them (Miles and Huberman, 1994). It is imperative to conceptualize the 
literatures pertaining to specific research questions to discern essential variables that would 
lead to construct the interview guide to capture data in empirical investigation. In our 
research, we would not use all the theories and models mentioned in the literature review 
section. The reason behind, those theories and models that have been mentioned in the 
literature review and not considered in the conceptualization part are due to the fact that these 
provided an understanding of extranet adoption in SCM as a whole and led to the specific 
factors of extranet adoption in SCM. Similarly, not all the benefits and drawbacks of extranet 
in SCM mentioned in the literature review would be used in this part. Only selected theories 
and models would be presented under each research question and the rationalization for the 
selection would be given. Afterwards, we would create a measurement table to capture the 
context of each variable under selected theories and models. The final step would be to 
construct a frames of reference presented in graphical form to get an overall understanding of 
relationships among key factors as pointed out by Miles and Huberman (1994). Graphical 
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presentation of frames of reference would be the basis to formulate interview guide in relation 
with key factors or variables selected under each research question.  
 
Zaltman et al, (1982) defined the frames of reference – a set of ideas and outlooks we 
generally use in viewing things. It is our set of unspoken assumptions, expectations, and 
decision rules. It also serves as a lens or filter and evaluating device between events and our 
interpretation of those events. (ibid).  
 

 
 

Figure 3.1: Frames of Reference as a Lens between Event and Interpretation 

Frames of Reference 

Interpretation Event 

SOURCE: Zaltman et al, 1982, p. 21 
 
Thus, the frames of reference would be the basis to explain the logical relationship among key 
factors i.e., extranet adoption, benefits, and drawbacks in our research. It would also guide us 
to rationally interpret the data (event) captured in empirical investigation in an understandable 
manner to come to a logical conclusion. 
 
Based on our previous discussion, we are postulating the following frames of reference for 
our research.  
 
3.3 Emerged Frames of Reference 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Organizational Factors 

Extranet 
Adoption 

in 
SCM 

Benefits, Drawbacks 

Influence 

 
Figure 3.2: Emerged Frames of Reference 
SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
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Research Question 1  
 
 
 

How can the extranet adoption in SCM be described in terms of organizational factors? 

To explain the research question one, we have incorporated various literatures from different 
articles to explain the broad aspect of the extranet adoption in SCM. Among these, we have 
chosen few theories and models that would fit with this research question and help us to 
explain the characteristics of extranet adoption.  
 
We have considered one model named, Supplier’s perspective model of extranet adoption and 
business performance by Kallioranta and Vlosky (2004). They showed that organizational 
internal, external, and technical factors are relevant to successful extranet adoption. We have 
considered few variables under each factor for our research. These are corporate culture, 
corporate strategy, top management support, IT Competency of Human Resources, environment, 
competitors, exchange partners, and IT integration & interoperability. Other authors: Chan 
and Davis, 2000, Harper and Utley, 2001; Angeles, 2001; Anandarajan et al, 1998; 
Kallioranta and Volsky, 2004; Kambil et al, 2000; Eder and Igbaria, 2001; Chen et al, 2003; 
have also contributed favourably with these issues. 
 
The following Table 3.1 describes various organizational factors that have influence in 
extranet adoption in SCM. In the first column, different entities or variables have been 
selected and tabularized. Second column illustrates the conceptualization of each variable for 
building an interview guide to capture the context in empirical investigation. Third column 
gives the reference of various authors who contributed to the issue in multifarious literatures. 
We would compare the collected data with these references in our data analysis section. 
 

Table 3.1: Organizational Factors Affecting Extranet Adoption in SCM 
 

Entity/Variables Conceptualization Reference 
 

Internal Factors 
Corporate culture Adequately address appropriate human 

behavioral elements for extranet adoption 
Harper and Utley,  2001; 
Anandarajan et al, 1998 

Corporate strategy Cost leadership or differentiation strategy  
 

Kallioranta and Volsky, 2004 

Leadership and strategic direction of top 
management. Centralized or decentralized 
decision making to promote adoption 

Kambil et al, 2000 Top management 
support 

IT Competency of 
Human resources 

IT skill set is one of the factors affecting 
adoption and diffusion of extranet in SCM 

Chen et al, 2003 

 

External Factors 
Environment Macro environmental factors – legal, political, 

regulatory, social, cultural, economical, and 
technical have direct influence on company’s 
extranet adoption 

Kallioranta and Volsky, 2004 

Competitors 
 

Extranets should not be implemented just 
because of competitor’s pressure 

Chan and Davis, 2000 

Exchange partners Companies implement extranet with partners 
who bring the largest amount of money in 
terms of sales 

Kallioranta and Volsky, 2004 
Angeles, 2001 

 

Technical Factors 
Chen et al, 2003; Eder and 
Igbaria, 2001 

IT integration and 
interoperability 

Well-matched with current business processes, 
practices, and existing information system 
applications, and flexibility of the infrastructure 

SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
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Research Question 2 
 
 
 

How can the benefits of extranet in SCM be described? 

Varied benefits of extranet have been found in literature review section by different authors. 
Some authors have mentioned extranet benefits as a whole and some authors have pin pointed 
specific extranet benefits pertaining to SCM. We would select those benefits propounded by 
various authors either in statement form or in some kind of model that have relevance to 
SCM, which is the focus of our research. These benefits would be the basis for our capturing 
the context while collecting data.  
 
While selecting variables of extranet benefits, we have mainly focused on one model 
proposed by Lancioni et al, (2000). The reason behind that they categorized a range of 
extranet benefits coupled with SCM in logical and simply understandable manner. These 
benefits explained in statement form can easily be converted into questionnaire form for our 
interview guide. We have chosen nine extranet benefits among sixteen benefits they 
mentioned for our purpose as these benefits fully go in line with extranet adopted SCM 
system. Among other theories, we have chosen Kallioranta and Vlosky (2004) where they 
also enumerated various extranet benefits that conform to our study. And according to 
Kallioranta and Vlosky (2004) the benefits of extranet can be categorized or classified into 
strategic level, which has been tied with Porter’s strategy types (1985), on operational level, 
which has been tied in value chain activities, and on tactical level, which has potential as a 
tool for getting competitive advantage.(ibid). For our research purpose, we have taken 
consideration mainly on operational level due to the fact that value chain activities has clear 
relevance to our study topic where SCM has been focused.  
 
The following Table 3.2 depicts the relevant entity or variables of benefits of extranet in 
SCM with conceptualization and references.  
 
Table 3.2: Benefits of Extranet in SCM 
 

Entity/Variables Conceptualization Reference 
Buyers can find, select, and order items 
directly from suppliers without any human 
contact 

Lancioni et al,2000 On-line vendor catalogs 

Using a wide variety of modes including 
truck, rail, and air transport 

Lancioni et al, 2000 
; Kallioranta and 
Vlosky 2004 

The ability to track shipments 

Regarding any problem related to customer 
service 

Lancioni et al,2000 The ability to contact vendors or 
buyers 

Private and public distribution centers on a 
24-hour basis 

Lancioni et al, 2000 The ability to schedule outbound 
shipments 

Provide world wide customer service Lancioni et al, 2000 
; Kallioranta and 
Vlosky 2004 

The ability to provide 7-day/24-
hour service 

Mainly from international customers Lancioni et al, 2000 The ability to receive orders 
Checking outstanding debit balance  Lancioni et al, 2000 The ability to pay invoices 

electronically 
Relating to customer service problem Lancioni et al, 2000 The ability to be more 

responsive to customer 
Lancioni et al, 2000 
; Kallioranta and 
Vlosky 2004 

The ability to reduce service 
costs and response time 

For better performance and reduced order 
cycle 

SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
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Research Question 3 
 
 
 
 

How can the drawbacks of extranet in SCM be described? 

Lastly, we have our final research question related to the drawbacks of extranet in SCM. 
Various authors have voiced their cautions against possible drawbacks of extranet adoption in 
SCM that need to be considered. For studying the drawbacks, we did not focus on any 
particular model; rather we amalgamated various theories from different articles authored by 
different scholars, namely, Bort and felix,1997; Nash, 1997; Anderson ,1998; Scalet, 2001; 
Porter, 2001; Lee, 2004; Lankford, 2004; and Lancaster et al, 2006. We have chosen these 
variables that we deemed fit for our study. 
 
The following Table 3.3 explains the relevant entity or variables of drawbacks of extranet in 
SCM with conceptualization and references.  
 
Table 3.3: Drawbacks of Extranet in SCM 
 
Entity/Variables Conceptualization Reference 
The costs of implementation Extranet implementation is costly Lankford, 2004 

 
Loss of Trust Many companies show little trust in sharing 

actual data with other companies in fear of 
loosing competitive advantage 

Scalet, 2001 

Unable to adapt to change          Unable to address unexpected events Lancaster et al, 2006 ; 
Lee, 2004 

Losing the inimitability of 
product  

Threat of product being common Porter, 2001 
 

Unnecessary Liability Company may be liable to business loss due 
to the malfunction of extranet system 

Nash, 1997 

Lack of security Threat of losing sensitive information Anderson ,1998;  
Bort and felix,1997 

 
SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
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4   METHODOLOGY 
 

his chapter, we would discuss the research methodology and propose the suitable types 
that match our study best. The suitable methodology in this study gives us the guideline 

for information gathering and processing. 
 T

 
4.1 Research Philosophy 
 
There are two different research philosophies while conducting a research: Qualitative and 
quantitative. 
 
Quantitative philosophy is characterized by studying few variables on a large number of 
elements and is also a formalized and structured method. It is normally done in a broad sense 
by using surveys with already set answering alternatives. The researcher tries to explain 
phenomena with numbers to obtain results and relatively high degree of control from the 
researcher. This method transform the information to number and amounts that later get 
analysed statistically. Further more, this philosophy is considered especially useful when 
conducting a wide investigation that contains many units. (Graziano and Raulin, 1997). 
 
Qualitative philosophy is the search for information that is supposed to examine, understand, 
and considering the phenomena by means of an inside perspective. Qualitative methods are 
often related to case studies, where the aim is to receive thorough information and thereby 
obtain a deeper understanding of the research problem. In this method researchers perception 
and interpretation is in focus, in the form of frame of reference, motives etc. Furthermore 
qualitative studies tend to be more flexible (Yin, 1994). According to Amaratunga et al, 
(2002) qualitative research carried out through strong and or prolonged contact with a 
situation. These situations can be seen in everyday life of individual, groups, societies and 
organizations. (ibid). 
 
The qualitative research philosophy has been used in this study. We have focused our study 
on adoption of extranet in SCM and benefits, drawbacks of this adoption. We have used 
frame of reference in our study and try to gain a better understanding of this occurrence 
instead of analysing the data in the form of numbers statistically, as in the quantitative 
philosophy. 
 
4.2 Research Approach 
 
According to Saunders et al, (2003) there are two approaches to commencement of research 
in social science, inductive and deductive.  
 
Inductive:  build up a theory which is adequately grounded in a number of relevant cases. The 
researcher establishes theories and models that are based on the analysis of collected data. The 
inductive way to draw conclusion is found on the empirical data. 
 
Deductive: using existing theory to shape the approach to the intended qualitative research 
process. Here the researcher develops a problem and hypothesis and design a research 
strategy to test the hypothesis.  
 
Our study is deductive in nature due to the way we developed the research purpose and 
research questions. We have constructed our study from existing theories and later compared 
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these theories with reality, and finally drew conclusions on the basis of comparing these two 
phenomenon. (ibid). 
 
4.3 Research Purpose 
 
Many research activities help to categories the types of research (Zikmund, 2000). And 
According to Yin (1994) the purpose of research study can be distinguished in three 
categories: exploratory, descriptive, or explanatory. 
 
Exploratory Research 
 
Exploratory research can be conducted during the initial stage of research, it helps the 
researcher to clarify and understand the problem (Zikmund, 2000). It is a useful approach if 
the researcher wish to clarify the understanding of a problem and also, it is flexible and 
adaptable to change. Exploratory research is frequently used when a problem is not 
recognized, or the available information is not complete. The procedure that is appropriate for 
information gathering, when implementing an exploratory research is interviews. (Yin, 
1994).Yin elaborates that research should be as flexible as possible and conducted in a way 
that give guidance for procedures to be followed in the next stage. There are three ways of 
conducting exploratory research: a search of literature; talking to experts in the subject; 
conducting focus group interviews (Saunders et al, 2000) 
 
Descriptive Research 
 
According to Zikmund (2000) good researchers strive for descriptive precision. The objective 
of descriptive research is to depict an accurate profile of person’s events or situations. 
Descriptive research help to find out the answer of who, what, when, where, and how and also 
to determine the difference, in need, features of subgroups and characteristics (ibid.). 
According to It is necessary to have a clear picture of the situation on which you wish to 
gather information, prior to the collection of data (Saunders et al. 2003). Descriptive research 
is often used when a problem is well structured and there is no intention to investigate 
cause/effect relations. (Saunders et al, 2000) 
 
Explanatory Research 
 
Explanatory Research is conducted to identify causal relationships, among variables, 
explaining what causes produce what effects. In explanatory research, relationships between 
variable to be explained.(Zikmund, 2000). According to Yin (1994) an explanatory research 
approach could also be used when the study aims to explain certain procedures from different 
perspectives or situations with given set of events. 
  
Our study is primarily descriptive and it is partly exploratory. It is descriptive because we 
attempted to describe the research questions in order to gain a better understanding of our 
research problem. It is partly exploratory due to the fact that we strived to gather empirical 
data through interviews, which goes in line with the theory of Yin (1994).  Moreover, our 
approach was also flexible as we kept ourselves open to adapt to any change in situation, if 
occurred. Our study is explanatory to some extent because we tried to explain the results by 
way of drawing a meaningful conclusion. 
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4.4 Research Strategy 
 
Selection of research strategy depends upon three distinct conditions: type of research 
question posed: the extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioural events and 
the degree of focus on contemporary events. Table 4.1 shows these three conditions and how 
these are related to major research strategies. There are five major research strategies in the 
social science: experiments, surveys, archival analysis, histories, and case studies. (Yin, 
1994).  
  
Table 4.1: Relevant Situations for Different Research Strategies 
 
Strategy Form of research 

question 
Requires control 
over behavioural 
events? 

Focuses on 
contemporary 
events? 

Experiment How, why Yes Yes 
Survey Who, what, where 

How many 
How much 

No Yes 

Archival analysis Who, what, where 
How many 
How much 

No Yes/no 

History How, why No No 
Case study How, why No Yes 
 
SOURCE: Yin, 1994, p.6 
 
Which strategy to choose can be based on the nature of research questions? The most 
common research questions are why, what, who, where and how Yin (1994). An experiment 
is not a suitable strategy in this study because it did not demand any control over behavioural 
events. This study is qualitative and does not answer research question like how much and 
how many, so archival analysis is not suitable to this research. Our study is focused on present 
time and therefore we have not chosen to conduct a historical research. 
 
As the research question in this study is based on the how questions and researcher has little 
control over events, and when the focus is on current happening within some real life 
perspective, the choice stand between conducting a survey or case study. As stated earlier the 
research is a qualitative approach, survey is not appropriate because of its quantitative nature. 
 
Case study is the appropriate form of strategy used in this research. According to Yin (1994) a 
case study is a comprehensive description and analysis of a single situation. The aim for case 
studies is to seek conformity between the results and the theory. Case studies involve in-
depth, contextual analyses of similar situations in other organizations, where the nature of the 
problem and the problem definition happen to be the same as the one experienced in the 
current situation. (Sekaran, 2000). This means that the theory helps to identify other similar 
events to the result (Yin, 1994).  
 
The purpose of this study is to gain better understanding of adoption of extranets in SCM and 
how the benefits and draw back can be described. As research questions consist of (a) how 
can the adoptions of extranet in SCM in terms of organizational factors be described, and (b) 
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how can benefits/drawbacks of extranet be described, therefore, we do case study for our 
research. 
 
A researcher can choose between single and multiple case study design. It means that the 
researcher has to decide whether to do single or multiple cases before conducting the data 
collection. According to Yin (1994) evidence from the multiple case studies is often 
considered persuasive and the validity increases the number of cases selected. We have used 
multiple case designs by studying the extranet scenarios in LKAB and DHL. 
 
4.5 Data Collection Method 
 
Data collection for case studies can be relied on six important sources: Documentation, 
archival records, interviews, direct observation, participant-observation, and physical artefacts 
(Yin, 1994).  

Table 4.2: Six Sources of Evidence: Strengths and Weaknesses  
 
Source of evidence Strength Weakness 
Documentation Stable: can be reviewed 

repeatedly 
Unobtrusive :not created as a 
result of the case 
Exact: contains exact names, 
references and details of an 
event 
Broad coverage: long span of 
time many events and many 
settings. 

Retrievability: can be low 
Biased selectivity: if collection is 
incomplete 
Reporting bias: reflects bias of 
author 
Access: may be deliberately blocked 

Archival records (Same as above for direct 
documentation) 
Precise and quantitative 

(Same as above for direct 
documentation) 
Accessibility due to privacy reasons 

Interviews Targeted: focuses directly on 
case study topic 
Insightful: provides perceived 
casual inference 

Bias due to poorly constructed 
questionnaires  
Response bias 
Inaccuracies due to poor recall 
Reflexivity: interviewee gives what 
interviewer wants to hear 

Direct observations Reality: covers events in real 
time 
Contextual: covers context of 
event 

Time consuming 
Selectivity: unless broad coverage 
Reflexivity: event may proceed  
differently because it is being  
observed  
Cost: hours needed by human 
observers 
 

Participant observations (Same as above for direct 
observations) 
Insightful into interpersonal 
behaviour and motives 
 

(Same as above for direct 
observations) 
Bias due to investigator’s 
manipulation of events 

Physical artefacts Insightful into cultural features Selectivity 
Availability  Insightful into technical 

operations  

SOURCE: Yin, 1994, p. 80 
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In this study we have not used archival records since it is precise and quantitative and have 
neither used participant observation because this type of data gathering is bias due to 
investigator’s manipulation of events. We also excluded physical artefacts since this study 
does not involve the need to obtain evidence on cultural features.  

 
Yin (1994) states that one of the most significant sources of case study method interview. 
We have chosen the interview as a method of collecting data because the major strength of 
interview is being targeted and focused directly on case study topic and also “insightful” 
because it gives perceived causal conclusion. 
 
Yin (1994) describes three types of interviews, open ended, focused and structured. In open-
ended interview the key respondents are asked for facts as well as opinion. The structured 
interview is best suited for surveys and follows a structured questionnaire. Focused interview 
as a type of interview in which respondent is interviewed for specified period of time e.g., one 
hour. Interviews are open-ended and in the form of conversation. More likely interviews are 
comprised of certain set of questions derived from the case study protocol. (ibid). 
 
Focused interviews have been conducted with the sample selected for data gathering since we 
had an interview guide. A set of questions have been used to obtain relevant data for the 
research work. It was intended that open ended interview would be used for flexibility that 
paved the way for accommodating additional information. Time frame for each interview was 
in between 90 and 120 minutes. Interviews have been recorded with the aid of audio 
equipment with prior permission from the interviewees. 
 
4.6 Sample Selection 
 
According to Graziano and Raulin (1997) it is not possible to collect and gain data from all 
the available sources to solve the research problems and to find the solutions. Sampling 
techniques give us methods that help to reduce the amount of data needed to collect by 
considering only data from a sub-group rather than all possible cases or elements (Saunders & 
Thornhill, 2000). The basic idea of sampling is that, by selecting some elements in the 
population, the researcher can draw the conclusion about the entire population (Cooper and 
schindler, 2003).Traditional sampling method can be divided into two broad categories: 
probability and non-probability sampling (Saunders et al, 2000). 
 
Probability sampling is associated with survey to estimate statistically the characteristics of 
the population from the sample. Sampling elements are selected randomly and the probability 
of being selected is usually equal for all cases. If done properly, the probability sampling 
ensures that the sample is representative. (Saunders et al, 2000). 
 
Non probability sampling provides a range of alternative techniques based on researcher 
subjective judgement. The probability of each case being selected from the total population is 
not known and it is impossible to estimate statistically the characteristics of the population 
from the sample. The researcher can generalise from non probability samples about the 
population. For this reason, non probability sampling is frequently used for case study 
research. (Saunders et al, 2000). 
 
According to Saunders et al, (2000) the most common non probability sampling methods are: 
 
Quota sampling: type of stratified sample in which selection of cases within strata is entirely 
non-random. 
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Judgemental sampling: often used when working with very mall samples and they are not 
statistically representative of the total population. 
 
Snowball sampling: commonly used when it is difficult to identify members of the desired 
population. 
 
Self-selection sampling: when a case or individual is allowed to identify their desire to take 
part in the research. 
 
Convenience sampling: selecting those cases that are easiest to obtain data for the sample 
 
The following Table 4.3 describes the impact of various factors on choice of non-probability 
sampling techniques. 
 

Table 4.3: Impact of Various Factors on Choice of Non-Probability Sampling Techniques 
 
Sample type Likelihood of 

sample being 
representative 

Types of 
research in 
which useful 

Relative costs Control over 
sample 
contents 

Quota Sampling Reasonable to 
high although 
dependent on 
selection of 
quota variables 

Where costs 
constrained/data 
needed very 
quickly 

Moderate high to 
reasonable 

Relatively high 

Judgemental Low although 
dependent on 
researcher’s 
choices 

Where working 
with very small 
samples 

Reasonable Reasonable 

Snowball Low cases will 
have 
characteristic 
desired 

Where 
difficulties in 
identifying cases 

Reasonable Quite low 

Self selection Low but cases 
self selected 

Where 
exploratory 
research needed 

Low Low 

Convenience Very low Where very little 
variation in 
population 

Low Low 

 

Adapted from Saunders et al, (2000) 
 
There are a number of ways to choose a sample for case studies (Yin, 1994).The sample 
selection process is continued until the required sample has been reached (ibid.).  
 
We are not considering probability sampling because our research is based on the case study 
method not survey. Since our data collection method is not interview surveys so we are not 
taking quota sampling and it is easy to identify the sample from the population so we trim 
down the snowball sampling. Self selection sampling is not applicable because the targeted 
case is not come forward to express their desire to take part in the research. 
 
Convenience sampling allows the researchers to select the most convenient and accessible 
cases which best fit the requirement and thus best answers the research questions (Saunders, 
2000). Convenience sampling has been used in this study. We have chosen two firms as case 
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studies that have well established extranet systems. The first case is LKAB, the leading iron 
ore supplier based at Luleå, Northern, Sweden. The other case is DHL, an international giant 
in parcel and courier services. LKAB is a multinational company supplying iron ore to more 
than 20 customer’s world wide. The reason behind choosing this firm as case is that LKAB 
has a well established extranet system with all partners/buyers. DHL is also a multinational 
company having extranet contact with all of its partners and customers regardless of their 
volume of businesses. We have chosen Bangladesh unit of DHL as a study case because any 
single unit of DHL represents the operations of all units of DHL in the world, it was also 
convenient to collect data from Bangladesh unit as one of the authors of this study had 
previous liaison with few personnel of that unit. Moreover, our cases are two multinational 
companies, one from a developed country and other from a developing country, both having 
well established extranet system with their partners. 
 
4.7 Analysis of Data 
 
Yin (1994) has identified two analytical strategies: 
 
Using a theoretical or descriptive framework to analyse qualitative data: commencing with, 
and utilising theory rather than allowing theory to develop from the work. 
 
Exploring qualitative data without a predetermined theoretical framework: developing new 
theory from the data collection and analysis. 
 
Within these strategies there are four different techniques for analysing the data. The first is 
pattern matching, which means comparing the empirical based pattern with a predictable one. 
Next is explanation building, analyse the case study data by building an explanation about the 
case. The third is time serious analysis refers to repeated measures of the dependent variables 
in order to look at changes over time. The last technique is to use programme logic models, 
where the analysis stipulates a complex chain of patterns over the time. 
 
Miles and Huberman (1994) state that data analysis consists of three concurrent flows of 
activities:  
 
Data Reduction 
 
Data reduction is a form of analysis that sharpens, short, focuses, discards and organizes data 
that helps to draw and verify final conclusion. Data reduction processes involves the 
selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting and transforming the collected data. The data 
reduction stage of the analysis helps the researcher to sort and compress the data in order to 
verify conclusions. 
 
Data Display 
 
The data display is the way to arrange the data to make easier conclusion. Designing a data 
display are analytic activities which includes deciding on the columns and rows of a matrix 
for qualitative data and deciding which data will be include in which form. 
 
Conclusion Drawing 
 
Conclusion drawing is the third stream of analysis activity where researcher decide meaning 
of things by noting regularities, patterns, explanations, possible configurations, causal flows 
and prepositions. (ibid). 
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In this study we have not used inductive approach and excluded exploring qualitative data 
without a theoretical framework strategy because this study doesn’t build new theories. We 
will use pattern matching technique, so that case study will be compared with previous 
theories presented in the frame of reference. 
 
Above three data analysis steps have been followed to analyze the data for this study. Use of 
within case analysis to compare the data with the frame of reference was preferred in this 
study. Also cross case analysis to compare the data with one case to another has been used. 
Conclusions from these analyses have been drawn based on the similarities and differences 
against the frame of references. The analytical strategy that we have used in this study was to 
rely on theoretical propositions. As the data analysis method is explained, the next section 
deals with the quality standards of this study. 
 
4.8 Quality Standards 
 
There are two important concepts while discussing the quality of research work, reliability 
and validity. These are explained below: 
 
4.8.1 Reliability 
 
According to Saunders et al, (2003) reliability is if the measures yield the same results on 
other occasions, with similar observations by other observers and the clearness that how 
reason was made from the raw data. He elaborates that the ability of a measure to keep 
stability over time in different testing conditions indicates the reliability. The task of 
reliability is to minimize the errors and biases in the study (Yin, 1994). Before the interview 
for data collection with the target personnel’s, we will allow them to go through the interview 
guide to ensure the reliability of the study. For recording the whole conversation in the 
interview a recorder will be used and notes will be taken by two interviewers. The same type 
of questions will be used during the whole interviews in order to ensure the reliability of the 
study 
 
While contacting the company, we looked for the most knowledgeable person in the relevant 
area to ensure the reliability of the study. We have been very careful to avoid confusing 
questions by using a structured interview guide and avoided leading questions, which might 
have affected the respondent’s answers. We encouraged the respondents to freely express 
their opinions pertaining to a specific question, and that allowed us to capture the context in 
an understandable and authentic manner. Moreover, the interview guide was developed on the 
basis of our frame of reference that increased the reliability of the study. 
 
4.8.2 Validity 
 
According to Saunders et al, (2000) validity measure, whether the research findings are really 
about what they appear to be about and checks the relationship between two variables a causal 
relationship. According to Yin (1994) there are three forms of validity: construct validity, 
internal validity and external validity. For construct validity it is important to establish correct 
operational measures for the concept that are being studied and objective judgment is used to 
collect data. External validity refers to establishing the field to which findings can be 
generalized analytically not statistically. The Internal validity means a relationship, which is 
showing that one condition leads to other condition and not be used in a descriptive or 
explorative study. Since our study is partially explanatory, we analyze the empirical data by 
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building an explanation about the case to increase the internal validity of the study. We 
formulated research questions from the variables that are used to build the frame of reference 
and it is directly derived from theories. 
 
External validity in this study increased due to the fact that we have made analytical 
generalizations based on our findings. This study used construct validity test to testify the 
validity of the work. 
 
There are three tactics to increase the construct validity. These are, using multiple source of 
evidence, establishing chain of evidence and having key respondents to review the draft of the 
case study report. (Yin, 1994). Interview guide and checklist have been reviewed before the 
interviews to ensure that it was understandable to any person regardless of his / her 
background. The respondents were sent a copy of the interview guide via email to get them 
familiarized with the pattern of questions. Prior to each interview, we again explained each 
question to the respondents and encouraged them to ask questions if they had any confusion. 
Interviews were audio taped to record the whole conversation for clear understanding and 
ready reference. After recording the interviews, we listened to the conversations separately for 
cross checking and made sure that personal biases would not distort the information; thus 
ensured further validity.  
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5   DATA PRESENTATION 
 

n this chapter we would present the empirical data collected from two cases. To start 
with, we would give a brief introduction to the companies followed by the presentation 

of data, which were gathered during interviews with respective personnel. The structure of 
the interview was developed in light of the measured variables that we had done earlier in 
accordance to our research questions. 

 I
 
5.1 Case 1: LKAB 
 
LKAB Background 
 
LKAB is a Swedish international high-tech minerals group, a world-leading producer of 
upgraded iron ore products for the steel industry and a growing supplier of industrial minerals 
products to other sectors. 
 
Most of the iron ore products are sold to European steel mills. Other important markets are 
North Africa, the Middle East and south-east Asia. Sales of industrial minerals are mainly to 
customers in Europe, but are increasing in Asia and the USA. Currently, LKAB produces   
around 23 million tons of iron ore products annually. LKAB has only 21 customers 
throughout the world averaging almost 1 million tons to each customer. The average sale of 
each customer is around 600 million Swedish kroner.  
 
The LKAB Group has more than 3,500 employees and consists of about 30 companies in 15 
countries. There are iron ore mines, processing plants and ore harbours in northern Sweden 
and northern Norway, and sales companies in Belgium, Germany and Singapore. 
 
Companies and production facilities for industrial minerals are located in Sweden, Finland, 
Greenland, the UK, Germany, the Netherlands, Greece, Turkey, Slovakia, Thailand, Hong 
Kong, china and the USA. 
 
LKAB’s mission is to manufacture and deliver to the world market upgraded iron ore 
products and services that create added value for its customers. Other closely related products 
and services that are based on LKAB’s know-how and support the main business can also be 
included in the company’s operations. 
 
The LKAB’s Groups’s operations are organized in four divisions: 
 
The Mining Division: Mines and upgrades iron ore and deliver iron ore products. 
The Market Division: Sells Iron ore products to the steel industry. 
The Minerals Division: Develops, produces and markets industrial mineral products. 
The Special Businesses Division: supports the Group with services and technical 
development. 
 
Mining and Marketing Division: The Mining Division mines and upgrades iron ore to 
customer-tailored products for steel making – mainly pellets, which are centimeter-sized 
spheres of ore manufactured with a high iron content and uniform quality. The division 
accounts for 85% of the Group’s external sales. LKAB is one of the world’s leading pellet 
producers.  
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The Marketing Division is responsible for selling pellets and other products to steel 
producers, which has sales offices in Luleå, Essen, Brussels, and Singapore. 
 
Minerals Division: The Minerals Division operates under the name Minelco on the global 
market, supplies industrial mineral products for many different application areas and 
industries. Among the most important are construction and civil engineering, the oil and gas 
industry, the automotive industry, foundries and manufacturers of refractory materials. With 
the sales of about 2 billion kroner, the Minerals Division accounts for 14% of the LKAB 
Group’s total sales. 
 
Special Businesses Division: LKAB has organized most of its subsidiaries under the Special 
Businesses Division. These companies are today mainly subcontractors to the Mining 
Division and the Minerals Division, but also support the Group by contributing towards 
efficiency improvement and technical development. 
 
      - Source: LKAB publication and LKAB website 
 
Interview Context 
 
We have conducted an open ended interview with Mr. Stig Nordlund, Sales Manager, LKAB 
Norden. He is responsible for taking care of the sales of mainly north European customers. 
Previously he was stationed in LKAB Singapore office from where he looked after the sales 
of Asian countries in China, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Qatar, Egypt, and Libya.  He was very 
cordial in giving information relating to extranet and SCM. Our supervisor Mr. Lennart 
Persson had made the initial contact with LKAB that led us to Mr. Nordlund. After having 
two formal meetings where we explained the purpose of the interview, he finally gave us a 
time for the interview. We gave him a copy of the interview guide before the meeting so that 
he could get himself familiarized with the question pattern. The interview was taken on 
November 24, 2006 at 10:00 am at the LKAB Luleå office. The whole interview was audio 
taped with his prior permission and it took almost one hour and fifty minutes to conduct the 
interview. We initially wanted to video tape the interview but Mr. Nordlund preferred that we 
only audio taped it and we did it accordingly.  
 
Mr. Nordlund was quite confident and firm in giving the answers of various questions. Most 
importantly, he explained the extranet system through his workstation with live demonstration 
while giving the interview, which was immensely helpful for us to comprehend the level of 
complexity and versatility of the system. He gave a brief overview of the history of LKAB 
and extranet system that were also beneficial for us to capture the context of the nature of the 
business. Mr. Nordlund not only gave detailed answers to each question but also provided 
additional information pertaining to each question with examples that were an added benefit 
for us to compare these data with theoretical framework. 
 
Extranet being a sensitive system for the company, we assured him that the data would only 
be used in our thesis work and it would not be used in any other purposes other than this.  
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RQ 1:  How can the extranet adoption in SCM be described in terms of organizational factors? 
(LKAB) 

 
According to Mr. Nordlund, the extranet used in LKAB is not a complex structure as LKAB 
has 21 fixed customers and they have long relationship with each customer. The relationship 
goes back to 35 to 40 years, which gives LKAB and its customers a level of trust that 
dominates the whole business process. LKAB being the producer and supplier of iron ore 
product that have large quantity in each shipment, the SCM in LKAB is quite simple process 
as compare to other services oriented industries like telecommunication industry, food 
industry, automobile industry etc. This simplicity of SCM along with limited number of 
trusted customers have made LKAB to conduct its business in simple manner that result in 
less reliance of modern communication system like extranet.  Moreover, the pricing of iron 
ore products are controlled by a consortium in the world market and it sets a benchmark 
pricing once a year that are transparent to all thus results in less price sensitivity and 
competition.  The iron ore industry runs with trust, reliability, and product quality in which 
LKAB is a champion company. LKAB mines have one of the finest iron ores available in the 
world.  
 
The adoption of extranet in SCM was done during 1999-2000 period mainly to keep pace 
with the internet hype that gripped the business world like wildfire at that time. Then onward, 
the extranet has been used in LKAB as a complimentary system rather than used as the 
mainstream system for SCM. The extranet system used in LKAB is quite comprehensive and 
simple where customers can get access to shipment schedule, product content information, 
delivery vessel information, port information etc. According to Mr. Nordlund the most of the 
information found in extranet is also furnished via emails with attached Excel files to 
customers. That is one of the reasons why they have less reliance on extranet system as far as 
SCM is concerned. 
 
While describing the various aspects on extranet adoption in SCM, the respondent depicted 
the following information pertaining to each research question: 
 
The corporate culture of LKAB is a culture of collaboration and interdependence. Mr. 
Nordlund told that he has the autonomy to take decisions that are regular and not affecting 
other divisions. He does not have to take clearance or permission from higher authority to 
execute day to day decisions. When it comes to take decision on planning on deliveries, then 
sales division consult with production division to take a collaborative decision. If a customer 
needs one more cargo with its regular shipment due to change in demand, then sales division 
directs this information to production and logistic division to accommodate the demand. 
LKAB is flexible to meet any unexpected demand with team oriented effort that is also a 
prevalent feature of LKAB’s culture. 
 
LKAB’s corporate strategy is a strategy of equality. They provide same level of services to all 
its customers. They do not discriminate any customer when it comes to customer service. Mr. 
Nordlund told us that, they have a strategy of proving same quality of products to everyone. 
The only difference is that they give priority to those customers who have no other supplier 
other than LKAB. For example, LKAB is the only supplier of iron ore and pellets to SSAB, 
and Rautaruukki, LKAB gives priority to these customers so that their production process do 
not get hampered due to the shortage of supplies. 
 
Top management has always supported any kind of new technology that brings about the 
efficiency of the production of the company. But for extranet implementation, the top 
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management was more concerned with other competitors who developed extranet systems 
other than the actual benefit of the extranet system itself. It was during the period of 1999-
2000 when every company regardless of its business crazed to embrace electronic commerce, 
LKAB also adopted E strategy to implement extranet to keep abreast with other competitors 
without actually fully understand the implication of the system. Top management encouraged 
to use extranet to strengthen the customer relationship, which was vital for LKAB. 
As far as the IT competency of human resources is concerned Mr. Nordlund informed us that 
most of the employees are well acquainted with the basic IT skills, e.g. using email, working 
with word processing and spread sheet programs. The company realized that IT was an 
important tool for the improvement of the overall efficiency of its employee and it would 
make them competitive. To keep this vision in mind LKAB encouraged and funded the 
employee to buy computers at home. The respondent told that production department uses it 
to make routines, and they write down the production information for any kind of disturbance 
occurs in production, these are all done through using IT system.  
 
Environmental factor is one of the important external factors that affect the extranet adoption 
in SCM, while describing this issue Mr. Nordlund explained that LKAB’s business activity 
does not get affected by the change in politics, and economic circumstances. Sweden being 
one of the developed nations in the world has good political and economic foundation that 
pave the way for smooth running of businesses. Legal and regulatory matters are also 
conducive toward businesses. Technological factor is the factor that affects the business of 
LKAB, it includes uninterrupted and seamless electricity and internet connections, cope up 
with the contemporary technological innovations and use these for competitive advantages 
etc. LKAB is unique in getting the most benefit by using these technologies for their 
advantages. Currently, mining in LKAB is done by using robotic technology. From drilling, 
loading, transporting to making the pellets - all are done by machines and these are controlled 
by a group of IT skilled engineers from the control room. Internet facility in Sweden is one of 
the most advanced in the world, and LKAB’s operations are supported by this technology to 
communicate and control the overall system of the company. 
 
Extranet was initially adopted by LKAB during 1999-2000 as a means of keeping abreast 
with others when competitors had introduced extranet system in their operations. However, 
afterwards the management found out the actual benefit of extranet when they realized that 
this system could strengthen the relationship with customers, embolden the correspondence 
with timeliness and accuracy, attend customers’ query quickly and error freely. So, initial 
adoption of extranet was due to competitors’ pressure but later it became an effective tool that 
aided the overall business of LKAB.  
 
Mr. Nordlund mentioned that LKAB did not implement the extranet system to make close 
liaison with those customers who bring the major revenue for the company. Partners or 
customers are treated equally despite the amount of product they purchase. 
 
The existing extranet system needs to be upgraded, according to Mr. Nordlund, so that it can 
be integrated with the existing database fully. Currently, some of the information is now being 
retrieved and used from the database but the management has realized that the extranet system 
should be made more flexible to accommodate multifarious information to give versatility to 
the system. By doing this the information retrieval and archival could be made more 
responsive, and diverse. 
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RQ 2:   How can the benefits of extranet in SCM be described? (LKAB) 
 
Mr. Nordlund mentioned that extranet in LKAB is being viewed as one of the components 
that helps improve the SCM of the company. It is not considered as the key component that 
radically improves the existing way of doing business. For this reason, according to Mr. 
Nordlund, the introduction of extranet in SCM has not brought any major benefit for the 
company. This is due to the fact that the nature of iron ore business has not changed 
significantly as it has used to run fifty years ago. The limited number of trusted customers 
also has caused LKAB to stick to its traditional form of doing business rather than acquiring 
completely new method using IT as a key component that could change the way of doing 
business fundamentally.  
 
There are some benefits that are the direct results of extranet system. The customer support 
and feedback have improved due to the extranet. The reporting has improved quite a bit. The 
shipment schedule and detailed information of iron ore specification have also been 
incorporated in the extranet system so that customers and other relating parties can see this 
conspicuous information at ready state. Most importantly, the customers have all the 
information in one place. These are some of the benefits of extranet in SCM at LKAB. 
 
Following is the excerpt of the benefit that Mr. Nordlund mentioned in the interview: 
 
The online vendor catalog is not being used by the customers as all the orders are done 
through a long process of negotiation. Unlike eBay.com, amazon.com or dell.com where 
customers can place orders in few clicks by seeing online catalog, LKAB’s customers have a 
specific and detailed process of placing orders. LKAB sends experts to customers for having 
detailed discussion before finalizing any order because in industrial selling of iron ore product 
requires extensive and exhaustive study in a collaborative manner where customers review the 
product performance by doing various tests. In parallel to doing product performance test, 
LKAB looks into the delivery planning, logistical system and finally make a long term 
contract of three to five years with customers. When these entire criterions are met, customers 
place orders.  
 
Ability to track shipment via extranet is quite important for LKAB’s business. LKAB mainly 
uses two harbours for loading sea going vessels, one is in Narvik, which is situated in 
northern part of Norway, and the other one is in Luleå. Strategically Narvik has more 
importance than the Luleå port as it is closer to Kiruna and most of the outbound shipments to 
other countries go from here. LKAB’s extranet has all the information relating to each 
shipment. From this system it is possible to track when each vessel is getting loaded, when 
each one will leave the port, how long will be the lead time, the components & amount of 
each shipment and information of arriving vessels. The extranet has similar information when 
the shipment is being transported via railroad. LKAB has one of the most powerful 
locomotives currently used anywhere in the world to carry tons of iron ore and pellets. The 
rail transportation is mainly used for SSAB and other customers in southern Sweden.  
 
LKAB’s extranet has the ability to address various customer service problems. However, the 
current practice of LKAB is to contact each customer via telephone, or fax if any problem 
occurs regarding late deliveries. Customers can give remarks through the extranet system if 
they need any clarification or if there is any service disruption. LKAB has only 21 fixed 
customers, and it is easier for them to contact instantaneously to any customer if any problem 
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occurs. Customers also call them instead of sending information via extranet for exchanging 
information related to service disruption. 
 
For scheduling outbound shipment, LKAB does not use extranet system. They make yearly 
schedule for outbound shipment and they have designated shipping companies nominated by 
customers for dispatching shipments. LKAB uses own locomotives for land shipment. LKAB 
mainly uses email system where they attach excel spreadsheet and send it to customers. 
 
The extranet of LKAB does not have the ability to provide 7 day/24 hour worldwide customer 
service. Customers call to respective personnel anytime in a day for any service need, and 
customers can write remarks via extranet system but 7 day/24 hour service is not needed due 
to the nature of the business. 
 
LKAB does not receive any orders from international customers by using extranet system. 
Each order goes through a lengthy negotiation by having numerous meetings with customers. 
That is why using extranet for receiving orders is not viable for LKAB. 
 
In response to the question whether the extranet system has the ability to pay invoices 
electronically and to check outstanding debit balances, Mr. Nordlund told that they do not 
have that facility in their system. These are all done manually by financial people, and all 
payment is done through regular banking system. The financial people send emails and 
regular mails to customers for informing accounting information. 
 
Mr. Nordlund agreed that by using extranet, they become more responsive to customer 
service problems. In LKAB’s extranet, each customer’s complain or remarks is being logged 
chronologically and systematically so that one can see the pattern of customer problem and 
address it more carefully and effectively. 
 
The service cost has not changed dramatically by using extranet but response time has 
obviously become quicker. Previously emails have been received from various customers by 
respective individuals and there was no system of regulating various complaints if these were 
not met properly. But by using the extranet, the individual as well as the concerned 
department heads can see that information to better address them, thus making the response 
time quicker and efficient.   
 
RQ 3:   How can the drawbacks of extranet in SCM be described? (LKAB) 
 
Mr. Nordlund opined that the prevailing extranet system works quite smoothly but when first 
implemented during 1999-2000 periods, they foresaw some risks while implementing it, risk 
of missing records due to reliance of automated system was there and it was perceived 
initially that it would not be an easy system to administer. However, eventually they got 
accustomed to the system with maturity and experience. 
 
Mr. Nordlund mentioned that the implementation of extranet system was not costly for LKAB 
as the cost was not much in terms of the business volumes of the company and the benefits 
they foresaw at that time. The company allocated its time and resources to adapt to this new 
technology and accordingly they invested significantly in this system. 
 
While explaining the issue of loosing trust and having the fear that company’s information 
would go to competitors hand due to the use of extranet, Mr. Nordlund enumerated that 
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LKAB did not feel that way. LKAB does not incorporate any conspicuous information in the 
extranet that might be of any worth to competitors, if the information leaked out. For 
example, they do not provide any financial information in the extranet. Other information 
relating to shipment schedule, shipment content etc. are common information and this 
information cannot be used for any advantages. 
 
Reliance of extranet also has not made any difference for LKAB to adapt to the unexpected 
events like jump in demand or delayed shipment. The reason behind that LKAB always 
makes pre schedule plans for shipment, and most of the time shipments go according to plans. 
If any shipment is delayed, that does not immediately affect the production of customers 
because almost all the customers like Hadeed in Saudi Arabia has some stocks in hand for 
production. Customers do not check through extranet to inform any deviation in shipment 
instead they directly call to respective personnel at LKAB to rectify the problem. If there is 
any variation in demand, LKAB has buffer measure to fill the gap by adding more shipment 
with the existing one. Here, extranet does not play any role in this process. 
 
LKAB’s main products are iron ore and pellets, these are common products, so the threat of 
getting product imitation to loose exclusivity is non prevalent. LKAB’s mines have one of the 
purest iron ore deposits in the world, and this natural advantage cannot be copied with other 
competitors with iron mines.  
 
If the extranet system does not work properly it has little or no effect of the current business 
process of LKAB. As a result, LKAB does not have any threat of being liable for not properly 
functioning of the extranet system. The customers have prior and detailed information 
regarding all aspects of production and shipment, and extranet here works as a supplementary 
system to disseminate information smoothly.  
 
Last but not the least; security is not a threat for LKAB’s extranet system as conspicuous data 
like financial data are not given through extranet. Mr. Nordlund told that LKAB is confident 
that their extranet system is quite full proof from external invasion and even if that happens 
they do not feel any threat that company’s vital information would be leaked.  
 
 
5.2 Case 2: DHL 
 
DHL Background 
 
DHL is the global market leader in international express, overland transport and air freight. It 
is also the world's number 1 in ocean freight and contract logistics and offers a full range of 
customized solutions - from express document shipping to supply chain management. 
 
The company was founded in 1969 and the name comes from the first letters of the last names 
of the three company founders, Adrian Dalsey, Larry Hillblom and Robert Lynn. The concept 
of international air express, the rapid delivery of documents and shipments by airplane began 
to materialize when the founders personally ship papers by airplane from San Francisco to 
Honolulu and finishing customs clearance of the ship's cargo before the actual arrival of the 
ship at harbour. 
  
By the end of 2002, DHL was 100% owned by Deutsche Post World Net. In 2003, Deutsche 
Post World Net consolidated all of its express and logistics activities into one single brand, 
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DHL. The DHL brand was further strengthened by Deutsche Post World Net's acquisition of 
Exel in December 2005.DHL is now operating with two new logistics brands: DHL Exel 
Supply Chain and DHL Global Forwarding. 
 
DHL operates under five specialist divisions: 
 
DHL Express: DHL Express concentrates on the worldwide express and parcel needs. The 
entire Network covers over 4,000 offices and more than 120,000 destinations worldwide and 
offers Same Day, Express, Parcel and Freight services. 
 
DHL Freight: DHL Freight offers international and national transport solutions for part and 
full load in Europe. The company move goods by road, rail and a combination of the two. 
DHL Freight covers the non-documents and non-parcels business as well as the cargo road 
transport business. 
 
DHL Global Forwarding: DHL Global Forwarding is the market leader in air and ocean 
freight and a project logistics services provider operating worldwide. A range of value-added 
services rounds off the product and service portfolio, giving an excellent market position and 
providing the customers with a unique service dimension worldwide. 
 
DHL Exel Supply Chain: DHL Exel Supply Chain provides the customized, IT-based 
solutions along the entire supply chain of the customer regardless of whether they operate in 
the healthcare, technology / aerospace, automotive / industrial or retail /consumer /fashion 
sectors. The company can handle all of the complex, global logistics tasks like core 
procurement logistics, warehousing and sales logistics operations. DHL offers top-flight 
value-added services such as finishing, co-packing, price labelling, billing, order processing - 
all the way to sales promotion and financial services. 
 
Global Mail: Global Mail offers comprehensive international mail services and provides 
outstanding expertise in international direct marketing services and publication solutions. 
 
Below are the country facts and figures that show the scale of the world's largest express and 
logistics network in Bangladesh.  
 
Number of Employees: Around 247 
Offices situated in Districts:  Dhaka, Narayanganj, Chittagong, Khulna & Sylhet 
Number of Hubs, Warehouses & Terminals: 17 outlets in the country 
Number of Gateways: 2 centers in Dhaka and Chittagong districts. 
 
Hereinafter, in this study we shall refer: 
 
DHL                              as DHL Bangladesh, and 
DHL International      as DHL Head Office 
 
     - Source: DHL website 
 
Interview Context 
 
We have taken another open ended interview with one personnel of DHL. His actual name 
will not be used on condition of anonymity. We would refer him in our study as Mr. Y. He is 
an MBA graduate from the highest ranked business School in Bangladesh. He has been 
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working with DHL in managerial position for more than five years. At first, he worked as the 
National customer services manager for first two years and then he got additional 
responsibility along with the previous one to take part in a regional role for running projects 
related to customer services for eleven neighboring countries under the regions south-asia-
indo-china. The interview was arranged after long consultation via telephone and e-mail 
exchanges. Prior to the interview, we had sent him a copy of the interview guide via email for 
his understanding. We clarified few points and explained various aspects of the interview 
clearly before we finally took the interview on December 19, 2006 at 3:00 pm (Swedish time) 
and 8:00 pm (Bangladesh time). The interview was conducted through skype voice chat and it 
was audio taped with his consent. The interview was interrupted for three times due to skype 
voice chat problem, but at the end we could manage to audio tape the whole conversation 
with clarity. It took around two hours to conduct the interview. 
 
Mr. Y was firm and certain while giving answers to various questions and his overall attitude 
was positive as he explained different aspects of extranet with practical experiences. His 
description and explanation were easily understandable to us and gave us a holistic view of 
the DHL operations and importance of extranet in their business. 
 
Extranet is quite sensitive issue for DHL, and we assured him that the information we 
gathered would only be used in our thesis purpose and not in any other purposes. 
 
RQ 1:  How can the extranet adoption in SCM be described in terms of organizational factors? 

(DHL) 
 
According to Mr. Y, extranet plays a pivotal role in doing business for DHL. It can be 
considered as the heart of the entire operations. The extranet system of DHL is a complex 
one. It integrates multifarious information that is fed in the system constantly from across the 
world to facilitate customer services and operations 24 X 7 basis. This reliance on extranet 
makes it an extremely important aspect of SCM for the company. The extranet was first 
adopted in DHL during early 1990’s and since then it has evolved relentlessly with the 
improvement of information technology and revolutionized the service with the advent of 
internet technology in mid 1990’s. Currently, almost all operations relating to customer 
services in SCM are done via extranet system of DHL. Shipment tracking feature is one of the 
key features of extranet system of DHL, which makes customer services efficient and 
effective tremendously. 
The respondent explained the following information pertaining to the diverse aspects on 
extranet adoption in SCM during the interview, which is summarized below: 
 
Regarding corporate culture of DHL, Mr. Y mentioned that both internal and external 
communications in terms of information sharing are better than many of other companies. He 
made this statement by saying that his educational background along with his many 
interactions in different organizations made him convince that DHL has the culture of free 
flow of information with utmost transparency. Information sharing has been a process of 
continuous improvement in DHL by innovating different software and tools that pave the way 
for easy and error free information dissemination. He quoted one example as saying that DHL 
has been using one software named “easyship” through which they could provide better and 
error free shipment information to both internal employees as well as external customers. As 
for autonomy, he told that he enjoyed 100% autonomy in his work. Delegation of authority is 
also clearly defined and structured that made Mr. Y extremely comfortable to execute day to 
day operations with clear target at sight. He also mentioned that they have standard operating 
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procedures (SOP) that demands the employees pay intense attention to team oriented work, 
which is vital for the smooth functioning of the business.  
 
The corporate strategy of DHL is the strategy of differentiation. They provide differentiated 
services to customers depending upon the perceived value of the customer by DHL. DHL has 
categorized their customers in different bands. The band A customers are the highest priority 
customers, band B customers come next to band A customers and so on. The level of services 
and facilities differ from one band to other band customers. Band A customers contribute to 
the highest value in terms of revenue so they enjoy the highest discounts up to 60% and other 
facilities included post paid system, 24 hours shipment pick up services from customers’ 
premise. These customers also get customized solutions from DHL, they get free hardware 
included PC with “easyship” software and printer by which they can print their own “Air-
way-bill” to be affixed on top of each shipment, ready to be picked up by DHL courier 
personnel. The lower band customers get fewer discounts and other priorities. The walk in or 
cash customers get only 12 % to 15 % discounts during shipment. 
 
Top management plays a major role in implementing any new technology in DHL. As far as 
DHL International is concerned the central top management always played a key role in 
implementing innovative and exciting new technologies that deemed fit for the company. The 
inoculation of any new technology cascaded down to regional and country level where top 
management of respective countries adopt that technology with slight variation by respecting 
the local trend and culture of that particular country. The strategic decisions of top 
management of DHL International have almost all times proved to be crucial in favor of the 
company. 
 
IT competency of human resources in DHL has paramount of importance as extranet plays a 
central role in DHL’s SCM operations. Mr. Y stated that it is a by-default competency that the 
management look for while recruiting any new employee. There have been number of 
initiatives by DHL management to train different layers of managers and executives in 
various training programs related to IT. These are predominantly operations dependent 
training programs aiming to sharpen the potentials and improve the overall efficiency in 
operations. The field level personnel called courier personnel who are responsible to pick and 
deliver shipments also go through IT trainings pertaining to getting data via using scanner and 
using mobile phones to track and update data.  
 
Environmental factors have direct influence on the operations of DHL in many ways. 
According to Mr. Y air-express business of DHL is completely dependent on the export, 
import, and custom policy of the country. In Bangladesh, the export, import and custom 
policy pose constant challenge to timely sending and delivering of shipments. For example, 
DHL has been trying to convince the government to assign a specific person in the DHL 
facility at the airport to facilitate quicker shipment; however it was not possible due to legal 
and regulatory policies of the government. The political scenario also has direct impact on the 
day to day operations of DHL. In last five years there have been numerous occasions where 
opposition political parties called for total stoppage of work throughout the country, and as a 
direct results of that  DHL had suffered severely due to not delivering important shipments in 
due time; thus making compensation to customers. Social and cultural issues also have impact 
on the business, and that is why DHL have come up with the policy called “Think Global, Act 
Local”. DHL has introduced annual business performance award in collaboration with one 
local English Daily newspaper called “The Daily Star” to mark its presence in the social 
activities in Bangladesh. Technological factor has the most significant influence in DHL’s 
business. In Bangladesh, uninterrupted supply of electricity is not assured in all places. DHL 
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had to implement back up generators to its various check points to ensure smooth running of 
operations. Moreover, internet availability is directly related to the DHL’s services, which 
makes it immensely important to have a good internet infrastructure in the country. Internet 
speed and quality have only recently been enhanced and ensured in all districts of the country. 
 
Extranet in DHL International was not initially implemented due to competitors’ pressure. 
DHL International argued that they first implemented extranet in air express business, 
however, their competitor FedEx also claimed that they were the one that implemented 
extranet in this industry. Mr. Y informed that air-way-bill tracking facility, a system that 
allows customers to check shipments via DHL website, has been the key feature of DHL’s 
extranet system. This system was first introduced by DHL International. Competitors like 
FedEx and UPS have also been offering similar tracking facilities to their customers after 
DHL had introduced it in their extranet. Mr. Y pointed that the offering of this similar facility 
by competitors actually helps them to sharpen their own extranet that led to better customer 
services and ultimately gave them constant competitive advantage. 
 
While explaining the issue of Exchange partners, Mr. Y elaborated that DHL has strategic 
partners with whom they collaborated extensively to carry out their SCM system. DHL uses 
Singapore airlines, Thai airways, and Emirates to send shipments outside Bangladesh and to 
receive shipments from abroad. DHL does not use its own aircraft for their Bangladesh 
operations. Extranet connection with these strategic partners proved to be tremendously 
beneficial for DHL. Mr. Y also explained that DHL implemented extranet solution to all 
customers and they not only provide value added services to band A customers but also 
provide other services to all customers via extranet. So, customers who bring largest amount 
of money are treated with extra facilities like “easyship” solution, and at the same time 
customers who bring regular amount of money are also given facilities like air-way-bill 
tracking and 24 X 7 customer services. 
 
Mr. Y agreed that DHL’s extranet fully matched with its existing business process, practices, 
and information system while talking about IT integration and interoperability issue. For 
example, when customers track their shipment information in DHL’s extranet via internet, the 
extranet system actually fetch information from the existing database where customers’ 
profile, shipment details of each customer have been stored. The database is constantly fed 
with shipment information when courier personnel scan each shipment, and their scanner has 
built-in SIM chip that automatically dials in every 30 minutes to the central data server to 
transfer information from remote places. This flexibility has made the extranet system 
scalable and versatile to work seamlessly without any interruption.  
 
RQ 2:   How can the benefits of extranet in SCM be described? (DHL) 
 
Mr. Y quoted - “DHL has reached in such a position today that its very existence will be in 
question without extranet.” 
 
When asked why he put such emphasis on extranet, he elaborated that customers now a days 
took it for granted that they would get all the facilities via extranet of DHL like tracking 
facility, 24 X 7 customer support, using various software like “easyship” as part of DHL ‘s 
normal operating procedure. These facilities have become a part and parcel of DHL’s 
services.  Mr. Y metaphorically compared amazon.com, and dell.com with DHL as these 
companies cannot even survive for one day without having extranet system, likewise DHL 
services has similar reliance on its extranet system. 
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Following is the elaboration of extranet benefits in SCM as perceived by Mr. Y. 
 
Regarding online vendor catalogs Mr. Y mentioned that customers can see various services 
offered by DHL and do shipment booking and handling via eBooking facility. eBooking also 
enables the customer to view orders and consignments via internet, and supported by a track 
and trace system with integrated e-mail triggering. Once the shipment booking is done online, 
the courier personnel of DHL automatically get alerted via extranet system to pick up the 
shipment in due time. So, online vendor catalogs facility is a prominent feature of DHL’s 
extranet. 
 
Shipment tracking is the flagship service of DHL’s extranet system. Every shipment has 
unique air-way-bill number, which is a code to identify each shipment. Whenever a particular 
shipment goes via truck, rail, or air and reaches next destination or check point the shipment 
get scanned automatically and the data in the central server gets updated. This facility allows 
customers to get on time status of any shipment in DHL’s extranet via internet regarding 
where the shipment is presently located, and when the shipment is due to the next check point 
etc. When the shipment is finally delivered, customers also get that information on time.  
 
DHL’s extranet has the facility by which DHL personnel can detect any probable shipment 
delay and thereby can take necessary action to inform customers proactively about the 
problem. This proactive approach to any service disruption keeps the DHL customer services 
personnel ready to answer any question when customers want detailed information about the 
delay.  
 
Currently, DHL’s extranet does not provide any facility to schedule outbound shipment from 
private and public distribution centers on a 24-hour basis. Mr. Y opined that to provide such 
services it has to match with the current rules and regulations of Bangladesh government as 
all outbound shipment go via air transport, which requires thorough checking and inspection 
by government officials before given green signal to go. The process is not straight forward 
and it cannot be predicted from before which shipment takes what time to be cleared. 
 
7-day/24-hour world wide customer service is one of the key services provided via extranet in 
DHL. With the advent of internet services it has become convenient for DHL personnel as 
well as customers to get on time information so that both parties can supplement each other 
while rendering customer services. 
 
Currently DHL does not receive any international order via using extranet. All the orders 
DHL receive are from customers situated within Bangladesh. Garment industry relies on 
DHL’s services heavily in Bangladesh. Most of the orders DHL get are generated from 
garment industry sector. 
 
According to Mr. Y presently DHL’s extranet does not render any facility to handle payments 
or to check outstanding debit balances of customers. The reason for not including this facility 
in the extranet is that credit card system is not widely used in Bangladesh for payment 
purposes yet. However, he estimated that in future this facility would be included when credit 
card system would be used widely. 
 
According the Mr. Y the extranet has certainly made DHL to be more responsive to customer 
service problems. Through extranet customers can check the status of their own shipment 24 
X 7 without calling and sometimes waiting in a queue to talk to customer service personnel. 
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This made the whole service efficient and at the same time made customers’ content. The 
customer service personnel get more time to address complex problems and give solutions by 
giving proper time to each customer. 
 
Extranet has also reduced service cost and response time. Mr. Y told that due to having 
automated shipment tracking system via extranet, customers do not bother calling customer 
service personnel for any shipment information although customer service personnel provide 
24 X 7 telephone service to attend any problem. The number of customer service personnel is 
only one or two in each shift, and they can handle all customer problems efficiently as 
extranet handles bulk of the problems by itself.  
 
RQ 3:   How can the drawbacks of extranet in SCM be described? (DHL) 
 
The drawbacks are few in comparison to the benefits that extranet system gives, said Mr. Y. 
He mentioned that among other drawbacks that he has seen over the year, one particular 
problem that occurs from extranet usage by customers is that customers always get on time 
information regarding their shipment from extranet, and if any discrepancy occurs to a 
particular shipment they instantly call customer services personnel and want ready action. 
Getting on time information via extranet sometimes pose problem to customer services 
personnel to render instantaneous solution to each problem that customers’ tend to demand all 
the time.  
 
Following is the description of what Mr. Y told us during the interview regarding drawback of 
extranet in SCM in DHL. 
 
DHL never thinks that implementing extranet is costly. Even if it incurs huge amount of 
money but the return is much higher. Most importantly, it is the very backbone of DHL’s 
business without which DHL would not exist. DHL provides free of cost hardware and 
software to its band A customers to ensure smooth congruence of its extranet with customer 
end system. The returns they get in terms of shipment orders outweigh the cost of hardware 
and software they invest for customers in a big way.  
 
Loss of trust in sharing data has never been an issue for DHL as far as extranet is concerned. 
Mr. Y mentioned that their extranet system had gone through a rigorous process of checking 
for any malfunction while implementing in the first place, and there are research and 
development team working round the clock to make sure the system runs smoothly as 
expected. DHL disseminates certain information that can only help particular customer. 
Tapping into that information by other people would not fetch any benefit to them. 
 
The extranet system of DHL is well equipped to adapt to any change due to breakdown of the 
system or handle situation when lots of shipments get delayed due to problem with aircraft 
schedule. The extranet system balances speed of service with agility. Mr. Y mentioned that 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) chip has been introduced in 2006 with shipments by 
which it emits and remotely retrieves data when shipments cross through any DHL check 
points; thus making sure that data are being constantly updated in the central server if any 
discrepancy occurs due to unexpected situation. 
 
Mr. Y stated that using extranet in SCM has never caused DHL to loose its exclusivity 
regarding services. On contrary, he expressed that the air express service industry goes 
thorough constant improvement and innovation to make delivery services more efficient. And 
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when any company introduces a new system, soon it becomes used by other companies as 
well in a different format. There is no scope for any secret and/or exclusive services that one 
company provides and other competitors do not know about.  As a result, to provide the best 
services each company continuously improves its system; thus results in total improvement of 
services in the industry. 
 
Unnecessary liability is not seen as a drawback for DHL’s extranet. Mr. Y elaborated that he 
has never seen the extranet to crash during his five years tenure in DHL. However, there were 
number of occasions when customers PC hard disk have been crashed where they stored 
shipment information. It took DHL extranet system to furnish all information related to that 
particular customer within two to three hours as they keep extensive back ups of customer 
data. 
 
Lastly, security issue also poses no threat to DHL’s extranet. The information that DHL puts 
in extranet can easily be seen by competitors if they go to any customer premise and use the 
username and password. But, the information they get would not be of any value to them as 
DHL only provides shipment related information and not any conspicuous information in the 
system. The payment through credit card is not a usual practice is Bangladesh, which is why 
DHL did not include payment system in their extranet. Moreover, DHL makes sure that their 
extranet is not hacked by any person due to loopholes in the system.  
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6   ANALYSIS 
 

n this chapter we would perform within case analysis of the collected data with the 
propounded theories of various authors that we have conceptualized in our frame of 

reference section. First, we would analyze RQ1 in terms of both cases; this will be followed 
by cross case analysis. Then we go for the RQ2 and RQ3 in the same manner.  

 I
 
6.1 RQ1: Extranet adoption in SCM in terms of organizational factors 
 
Our first research question contains the scenario of extranet adoption in SCM in terms of 
organizational factors. We have considered one model named, Supplier’s perspective model 
of extranet adoption and business performance by Kallioranta and Vlosky (2004) to collect 
and analyze data in this regard. They mentioned that corporate internal, external, and 
technical factors have influence in extranet adoption in SCM. They also incorporated the 
views of other authors to enumerate each aspect under these factors.   
 
We have found some similarity as well as some dissimilarity in two cases while capturing the 
context regarding extranet adoption in SCM. Some data have conformed to various aspects of 
the model fully, some have conformed partially, and some showed no conformity at all. We 
have incorporated tables under each case to enumerate the findings with the use of symbols. A 
full circle (   ) implies that the finding fully conforms to the theory; a half circle (  ) implies 
that the finding partially conforms to the theory, and a cross (    ) implies that the finding does 
not comply at all. Following is the elaboration of two within case analyses followed by cross 
case analysis.  
 
6.1.1 Within Case Analysis: LKAB 
 
Corporate Culture (Internal factor): LKAB 
 
According to Anandarajan et al, (1998) the organization should keep the goal of the extranet 
at the forefront and build a collaborative and team-oriented culture to support it. LKAB’s 
corporate culture goes in line with the theory. The respondent mentioned that they take 
collaborative decision with various divisions when required; thus shows the culture of 
knowledge sharing within the organization. They also give due consideration to customers to 
make decision in accordance to customers’ opinions. The respondent sighted the example of 
three customers namely, SSAB Luleå, SSAB Oxelösund, and Rautaruukki where these 
customers send one year plan for their demand and accordingly LKAB makes its schedule 
with its sales, marketing, and mining divisions to fulfil the demand. This scenario shows that 
LKAB’s corporate culture is flexible for free flow information within organization and with 
customers. This also supports the theory of (Harper and Utley, 2000) where they mentioned 
that organizations with successful extranet adoption have realized the importance of free flow 
of information between individuals and groups. 
 
Corporate Strategy (Internal factor): LKAB 
 
LKAB’s corporate strategy is a strategy of equality. They did not opt for differentiation 
strategy by offering greater customization and additional value added services to discriminate 
customers in terms of customer value. The existing SCM strategy dictates that they provide 
same level of services to all customers. This phenomenon fully complies with the theory of 
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(Kallioranta and Vlosky 2004) where it has been stated that the decision to adopt an extranet 
should originate from combining extranet into existing supply chain strategies. 
 
Top Management Support (Internal factor): LKAB 
 
Kambil et al, (2000) purported that the final decision to adopt a new technology in the 
company is typically made up by top management, regardless the resources an organization 
possesses. Leadership and strategic direction of management are the most important factors 
for corporate adoption of extranet technology in SCM. (ibid). Top management of LKAB 
always supported any kind of new technology that brings efficiency in the system. However, 
the extranet adoption was done due to competitors influence initially and eventually it was 
used to strengthen the customer relationship that has been encouraged by the top 
management. Here the findings partially go with the theory as the top management had no 
clear understanding of the implication of the extranet when first adopted. 
 
IT Competency of Human Resources (Internal factor): LKAB 
 
According to Chen et al, (2003) IT skill set is one of the factors affecting adoption and 
diffusion of extranet in the supply chain. The respondent opined that most of the employees at 
LKAB are adapt in using basic IT skills. And the management encourages employees to buy 
computers at home to get familiarized with common word processing and spread sheet 
programs. The respondent told that repair personnel, operations department, and production 
department all use IT resources for their respective works. This finding fully fits with the 
theory. 
 
Environment (External factor): LKAB 
 
Kallioranta and Vlosky (2004) postulated that macro environment includes legal, political, 
regulatory, social, cultural, and technological factors, these factors are ever changing, and the 
company needs to compensate to these changes. The findings show that LKAB’s business 
activities does not get affected with the change of these macro environmental factors as 
Sweden being one of the most developed nations in the world that has strong economic and 
political foundation has conducive environment toward smooth running of business. Only 
exception is the technological factor where the changes come in random and unexpected way. 
This factor affects the business of LKAB. To adapt to this frequent changes, LKAB always 
keeps itself abreast with the technological development and implement necessary 
technologies for smooth operations in all departments. The overall findings partially go with 
the theory. 
 
Competitors (External factor): LKAB 
 
According to Chan and Davis (2000) the extranet should not be implemented just because of 
competitor’s pressure. LKAB implemented it extranet during 1999-2000 periods when the 
whole world was gripped with IT frenzy. At that time LKAB followed the footsteps of its 
competitors who have adopted extranet in their system. It was due to competitors’ pressure 
that LKAB first introduced extranet without actually fully understand the implication of this 
adoption. However, they later used this tool for improving the effectiveness of their business. 
Here, we see that the findings partially to with theory. 
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Exchange Partners (External factor): LKAB 
 
Kallioranta and Vlosky (2004) mentioned that a company has to find out the potential partners 
with whom extranet connections would be beneficial and profitable. In LKAB’s case, the 
findings show quite different picture. LKAB did not implement the extranet system to make 
close liaison with selected customers who would be beneficial and profitable to them, on the 
contrary all partners and customers were treated equally by LKAB as it is one of the major 
strategies of their business. Angeles (2001) also suggested that it is common that companies 
implement extranet with partners those who are bringing the largest amount of money in 
terms of sales. However, in the case of LKAB the findings contradict the theory. 
 
IT Integration and Interoperability (Technical factor): LKAB 
 
Chen et al, (2005) submitted that to facilitate successful adoption of a new technology like 
extranet into an organization, it has to be well matched with the current business processes, 
practices, and existing information system applications. LKAB uses extranet to facilitate 
information to its partners and the information they incorporated into their extranet matches 
properly with the current business process. Eder and Igbaria (2001) also mentioned that the 
flexibility of the infrastructure may be important for application integration. The respondent 
told that existing database is being used for information retrieval but the management has 
realized the importance of extranet to be more flexible to make way for diverse information to 
achieve the full potential of extranet. The findings show that it matches with the theory 
partially.  
 
The following Table 6.1 shows LKAB’s extranet adoption status: 
 
Table 6.1: Extranet Adoption in SCM (LKAB) 
 

Conform to Theory Organizational Factors 
Fully Partially Not at all 

Corporate culture    
Corporate strategy    
Top management support    
IT Competency of Human Resources    
Environment    
Competitors    
Exchange partners    
IT integration and interoperability    
 
SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
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6.1.2 Within Case Analysis: DHL 
 
Corporate Culture (Internal factor): DHL 
 
DHL’s corporate culture fully fits with the theory of Anandarajan et al, (1998) where they 
opined that the organization should keep the goal of the extranet at the forefront and build a 
collaborative and team-oriented culture to support it. Mr. Y mentioned that they follow 
Standard operating procedure (SOP) by which team oriented work has been given utmost 
importance. Moreover, he also pointed out that he has always enjoyed full autonomy in 
discharging his duties. Information sharing has also been given due importance to ensure free 
flow of information within organization and with external partners. All of the above scenarios 
fulfil the demand of (Harper and Utley, 2000) where they mentioned that autonomy, trust, 
team oriented work, flexibility, and sharing information freely – these attributes of corporate 
culture have a positive correlation with the adoption of extranet in SCM. 
 
Corporate Strategy (Internal factor): DHL 
 
DHL’s supply chain strategy is the strategy of differentiation. They offer differentiated 
services according to the perceived value of the customers. They adhere to this strategy to 
make it congruent with their extranet system. This finding goes in line with the theory of 
(Kallioranta and Vlosky, 2004) where it was stated that the decision to adopt an extranet 
should originate from combining extranet into existing supply chain strategies. 
 
Top Management Support (Internal factor): DHL 
 
Kambil et al, (2000) stated that the final decision to adopt a new technology in the company is 
typically made up by top management, regardless the resources an organization possesses. 
Leadership and strategic direction of management are the most important factors for corporate 
adoption of extranet technology in SCM. (ibid). The findings go in line with the theory. Mr. Y 
mentioned that their top management always played a pivotal role in implementing any new 
technology in DHL. Moreover, the strategic decisions that the top management of DHL 
International have taken over the years have almost all times proved to be crucial in favour of 
the company. 
 
IT Competency of Human Resources (Internal factor): DHL 
 
According to Chen et al, (2003) IT skill set is one of the factors affecting adoption and 
diffusion of extranet in the supply chain. The evidence overwhelmingly supports the theory. 
The respondent cited that IT competency of human resources is a by-default competency for 
hiring any new employee. And DHL always emphasizes on giving IT training to make all 
employees to discharge duties efficiently and effectively. 
 
Environment (External factor): DHL 
 
According to Mr. Y, environment plays a significant role on the overall business of DHL. 
Kallioranta and Vlosky (2004) postulated that macro environment includes legal, political, 
regulatory, social, cultural, and technological factors, these factors are ever changing, and the 
company needs to compensate to these changes. The respondent emphasized that all the above 
mentioned factors have direct impact on DHL’s day to day operations. He quoted some 
examples where he clearly mentioned that Bangladesh being one of the developing countries 
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in the world has yet to have a sound legal, political and regulatory infrastructure, which posed 
noteworthy challenges to DHL for smooth running of business. Further, he stressed that DHL 
has taken some initiatives to assimilate its business culture with the local socio-cultural 
activities; thus establishing a positive brand image in the society. Lastly, he mentioned that 
technological factor poses the most important challenge to DHL, as DHL’s extranet is fully 
dependent on the technology like internet infrastructure and electronic communication. The 
internet infrastructure of the country has recently been developed and enhanced and it helped 
DHL to run its extranet activities smoothly. The findings fully agree with the theory. 
 
Competitors (External factor): DHL 
 
Chan and Davis (2000) argued that extranet should not be implemented just because of 
competitor’s pressure, and (Kallioranta and Vlosky, 2004) mentioned that implementing an 
extranet solution in the supply chain which is already implemented by competitors often leads 
to a temporary competitive advantage. The findings of DHL go along with above theories. As 
per Mr. Y, extranet was not initially implemented by DHL due to competitors’ pressure.  
 
Exchange Partners (External factor): DHL 
 
According to Kallioranta and Vlosky (2004), a company has to find out the potential partners 
with whom extranet connections would be beneficial and profitable. DHL has accorded with 
several airlines to share its extranet for SCM. This strategic partnership has proved to be 
tremendously beneficial for DHL. Angeles (2001) suggested that it is common that companies 
implement extranet with partners those who are bringing the largest amount of money in 
terms of sales. However, the findings do not agree the claim of Angeles (2000). DHL 
implemented its extranet not only to its highest revenue customers but also to regular 
customers as well. The overall findings conclude that it partially go with the theory. 
 
IT Integration and Interoperability (Technical factor): DHL 
 
Chen et al, (2005) submitted that to facilitate successful adoption of a new technology like 
extranet into an organization, it has to be well matched with the current business processes, 
practices, and existing information system applications. According to Mr. Y, as far as IT 
integration and interoperability is concerned, DHL’s extranet fully matched with its existing 
business process, practices, and information system. Moreover, the extranet is also flexible to 
accommodate information that has been amalgamated from various sources seamlessly and 
error freely. This phenomenon also agrees with the theory of Eder and Igbaria (2001) where 
they argued that the flexibility of the infrastructure may be important for application 
integration. The findings fully match with the above theories. 
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The following Table 6.2 shows DHL’s extranet adoption status: 
 
Table 6.2: Extranet Adoption in SCM (DHL) 
 

Conform to Theory Organizational Factors 
Fully Partially Not at all 

Corporate culture    
Corporate strategy    
Top management support    
IT Competency of Human Resources    
Environment    
Competitors    
Exchange partners    
IT integration and interoperability    
 
SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
 
6.1.3 Cross Case Analysis:  
 

(Extranet adoption in SCM in terms of organizational factors: LKAB and DHL) 
 
In this section we would compare data from both cases to explain each variable in the light of 
data collected to see whether they show any similarity, partial similarity or no similarity 
between them. While doing this comparison we would put our emphasis on theories and 
literatures as used in our frame of reference to see any pattern emerges from this comparison 
that allows us to draw conclusions to our research questions in order to have a better 
understanding to our research problem. Yin (2003) explained that in case study analysis, one 
of the most desirable techniques is “pattern-matching”. A comparison is made between 
empirically based patterns with a predicted one. If the patterns correspond, the results can 
help a case study to strengthen its internal validity. A case study can be efficient and findings 
can be more robust if it consists of two cases. Having more than two cases could strengthen 
the findings even further. (ibid). We have used two cases to investigate and to look for 
plausible answers to our research questions to fortify the internal validity of our study. 
 
As depicted in Table 6.3, it combines the data from Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 to show the 
pattern of extranet adoption in SCM for both cases. Each case exhibited its own characteristic 
that goes along with its organizational practices as far as extranet adoption in SCM is 
concerned, and how each of them perceived the degree of influence of organizational factors 
in this regard. In both cases, some organizational factors showed full conformity with 
theories, some displayed partial conformity, and in one case one organizational factor namely 
exchange partners showed no conformity with the theory. Now, we will compare each 
organizational factor in terms of collected data for both cases. 
 
The following Table 6.3 shows the comparison of LKAB and DHL’s extranet adoption 
status: 
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Table 6.3: Comparison of Extranet Adoption in SCM: LKAB and DHL 
 

Comparison Organizational Factors 
LKAB DHL 

Corporate culture   
Corporate strategy   
Top management support   
IT Competency of Human Resources   
Environment   
Competitors   
Exchange partners   
IT integration and interoperability   
 
SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
 
 
Corporate Culture (Internal factor): LKAB and DHL 
 
Both cases exhibited that they have favourable corporate cultures that have positive 
correlation with the adoption of extranet in SCM. The respondent of LKAB told that they take 
collaborative decisions within various departments of the company and put considerable 
emphasis on customers’ opinions as well. DHL mentioned that employees enjoy full 
autonomy while discharging duties and information sharing freely has been given due 
importance in day to day operations. All these attributes confirmed the conformity of data 
with theory. 
 
Corporate Strategy (Internal factor): LKAB and DHL 
 
Both organizations set their corporate strategies that had contributed favourably towards 
extranet adoption in SCM. Although DHL maintains differentiation strategy while rendering 
services and LKAB has the strategy of equality, both firms set their strategies that were 
congruent to implement extranet to go in line with respective strategies. This phenomenon 
fully fits with the statement of (Kallioranta and Vlosky, 2004) that decision to adopt an 
extranet should originate from combining extranet into existing supply chain strategies. 
 
Top Management Support (Internal factor): LKAB and DHL 
 
In top management support, LKAB and DHL showed different characteristics in regards to 
extranet adoption. Both organizations enjoy full support from top managements for adopting 
any new technology, however, in the case of LKAB the top management had no clear cut 
strategies or foresight when extranet was first adopted, rather it was done due to the pressure 
from competitors. For DHL, the top management had clear understanding of the extranet 
technology and could foresee the consequence of extranet adoption within their SCM in the 
first place. That is why the findings go partially with the theory for LKAB and fully with 
DHL as Kambil et al, (2000) postulated that the final decision to adopt a new technology in 
the company is typically made up by top management, regardless the resources an 
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organization possesses. Leadership and strategic direction of management are the most 
important factors for corporate adoption of extranet technology in SCM. (ibid). 
 
IT Competency of Human Resources (Internal factor): LKAB and DHL 
 
IT competency of Human Resources in both firms has been found to be encouraging and for 
DHL it was a by-default competency they look for while hiring any new recruit. DHL’s whole 
business activities revolve around IT embedded solutions. LKAB also put high importance for 
its employees to be trained in contemporary IT skills and almost all employees are IT skilled 
in their respective fields. These findings also fully match with the Chen et al, (2003) where 
they opined that IT skill set is one of the factors affecting adoption and diffusion of extranet 
in the supply chain. 
 
Environment (External factor): LKAB and DHL 
 
Environment as an external factor has varied influence on LKAB and DHL. Kallioranta and 
Vlosky (2004) cited that macro environment includes legal, political, regulatory, social, 
cultural, and technological factors, these factors are ever changing, and the company needs to 
compensate to these changes. In the case of LKAB, these environmental factors hardly have 
any affect on its business due to the fact that Sweden being one of the developed countries in 
the world that has strong political and economic infrastructure, which are conducive toward 
businesses. On the contrary, DHL operates in Bangladesh, which is a developing country and 
all environmental factors fluctuate in unexpected ways that DHL needs to compensate with 
while doing business activities. However, both firms get affected by the ever evolving 
technological factor that has strong influence in the extranet adoption in their SCMs. That is 
why the findings showed that LKAB goes partially and DHL goes fully with the theory. 
 
Competitors (External factor): LKAB and DHL 
 
Chan and Davis (2000) argued that extranet should not be implemented just because of 
competitor’s pressure. LKAB showed that their first extranet adoption was influenced by 
competitors’ pressure during 1999-2000 periods when the whole world was crazily embracing 
any IT technology in the midst of IT frenzy. However, DHL adopted its extranet solution in 
SCM to catapult its services to give it a new height to achieve phenomenon advantage in the 
air express industry, and competitors’ pressure did not have any influence on them; thus fully 
complied with the theory. Though LKAB’s first adoption was due to competitors’ pressure, 
but they made their adoption worthwhile by using extranet to bolster customer relationship to 
their advantage; thus the finding of LKAB partially go with the theory. 
 
Exchange Partners (External factor): LKAB and DHL 
 
In the matter of exchange partner, neither LKAB nor DHL fully complied with theories. 
According to Kallioranta and Vlosky (2004), a company has to find out the potential partners 
with whom extranet connections would be beneficial and profitable. LKAB did not 
implement its extranet system in SCM for selected potential partners who would be beneficial 
for them. On the other side, DHL forged strategic partnership with several airlines that has 
proved to be immensely beneficial for both parties. However, neither firms agreed that they 
adopted extranet in SCMs in the view to cater to selected partners who would bring the largest 
amount of money as suggested by Angeles (2001) that companies implement extranet with 
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partners those who are bringing the largest amount of money in terms of sales. Here we see, 
LKAB differ with both theories and DHL only goes with one theory and differ with the other. 
 
IT Integration and Interoperability (Technical factor): LKAB and DHL 
 
As far as IT integration and interoperability matter is concerned, both firms have come up 
with full conformity with postulated theories. Chen et al, (2005) submitted that to facilitate 
successful adoption of a new technology like extranet into an organization, it has to be well 
matched with the current business processes, practices, and existing information system 
applications. Both firm’s business processes, practices, and existing information system 
match fully with their respective extranet system. Again, both firms also go in line with the 
theory of Eder and Igbaria (2001) as well regarding the importance of infrastructure of be 
flexible for application integration. 
 
6.2 RQ 2: Benefits of Extranet in SCM 
 
To find out benefits of extranet in SCM, we have incorporated various theories put forth by 
many authors in the literature review section. Among these theories, we have mainly selected 
one model propounded by Lancioni et al, (2000) where they categorized various extranet 
benefits in SCM that could be achieved by using extranet properly. We have also considered 
theories of Kallioranta and Vlosky (2004) to elaborate some benefits as well. We are now 
presenting within case analysis of two cases regarding the benefits of extranet in SCM 
followed by cross case analysis. 
 
6.2.1 Within Case Analysis: LKAB  
 
Online Vendor Catalogs: LKAB 
 
Lancioni et al, (2000) pointed out that online vendor catalogs can be incorporated in the 
extranet for buyers to find, select, and order items directly from suppliers without any human 
contact. The result shows that LKAB’s extranet does not have that option and clearly 
contradict the theory. Customers go through a long process of negotiation before finalizing 
any order due to the fact that LKAB has only 21 fixed customers and the nature of iron ore 
business dictates a lengthy process of negotiation to finalize any order. 
 
Ability to Track Shipments: LKAB 
 
According to (Kallioranta and Vlosky, 2004; Lancioni et al, 2000) extranet can be used to 
track shipments. The evidence shows that LKAB’s extranet has the ability to track shipments; 
thus goes inline with the theory. It is possible for relevant people to track shipment 
information relating to loading, docking time, leaving time, component & amount of each 
shipment and information of arriving vessels. It also provides pertinent information when 
shipment is being transported via railroad. 
 
Ability to Contact Vendors or Buyers Regarding Customer Service Problem: LKAB 
 
Lancioni et al, (2000) purported that extranet can be used for contacting vendors or buyers for 
service related problems. In LKAB’s case, the scenario does not fully match with the theory. 
Customers commonly call pertinent personnel of LKAB to address any issues relating to 
service problem. It is easier for them to call and notify instead of letting it known via extranet. 
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Sometimes they use fax also for this purpose. However, there is a provision in the extranet 
where customers can write remarks and problems but seldom has it been used. So, the 
findings partially meet up the theory. 
 
Ability to Schedule Outbound Shipment: LKAB 
 
LKAB does not use extranet system for scheduling outbound shipment; thus disagreeing with 
the existing theory of Lancioni et al, (2000) where they opined that extranet has the ability to 
schedule outbound shipments from private and public distribution centers on a 24-hour basis. 
LKAB’s practice is to make yearly schedule manually for all outbound shipments. 
 
Ability to Provide 7-day/24-hour Worldwide Customer Service: LKAB 
 
It is possible to provide 7-day/24-hour worldwide customer service via using extranet 
(Kallioranta and Vlosky, 2004; Lancioni et al, 2000). LKAB does not have the practice of 
rendering worldwide customer service throughout the day due to the nature of the business 
does not require such prompt and on time service. It clearly opposes the theory. 
 
Ability to Receive Orders from International Customers: LKAB 
 
Lancioni et al, (2000) put forth that extranet has the ability to receive orders especially from 
international buyers. However, the findings do not go inline with the theory as LKAB does 
not receive any orders from international buyers via using extranet rather they go through a 
long process of negotiation to get each order. 
 
Ability to Pay Invoices Electronically: LKAB 
 
According to Lancioni et al, (2000) extranet can be used to pay invoices electronically to 
check any outstanding debit balances. The respondent told that LKAB’s system does not have 
the provision to pay invoices electronically instead it is done manually by financial people 
and sent via regular mails or emails to customers. The scenario opposes the theory fully. 
 
Ability to be More Responsive to Customers: LKAB 
 
The respondent informed that indeed they have become more responsive to customer service 
problem as customers’ remarks or opinions are being stored chronologically and 
systematically in the extranet system. This let the LKAB personnel to be more systematic and 
accurate to meet customer service problems. This finding fits perfectly with the theory of 
Lancioni et al, (2000). 
  
Ability to Reduce Service costs and Response Time: LKAB 
 
According to (Kallioranta and Vlosky, 2004; Lancioni et al, 2000) extranet reduces service 
costs and response time. The findings show that service costs of LKAB have not changed 
radically however the response times have become quicker. The service costs remain the same 
due to the fact that LKAB’s business runs mainly via physical system not via e-system thus 
making the extranet merely a support tool in the business process. This finding partially meets 
the theory. 
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The following Table 6.4 describes the benefits of extranet in SCM of LKAB: 
 
Table 6.4: Benefits of Extranet in SCM (LKAB) 
 

Conform to Theory Benefits 
Fully Partially Not at all 

Online vendor catalogs    
Ability to track shipments    
Ability to contact vendors or buyers 
regarding customer service problem 

   

Ability to schedule outbound shipment    
Ability to provide 7-day/24-hour 
worldwide customer service 

   

Ability to receive orders from 
international customers 

   

Ability to pay invoices electronically    
Ability to be more responsive to 
customers 

   

   Ability to Reduce Service costs and 
response time 
 
SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
 
6.2.2 Within Case Analysis: DHL 
 
Online Vendor Catalogs: DHL 
 
According to Lancioni et al, (2000), online vendor catalogs can be incorporated in the 
extranet for buyers to find, select, and order items directly from suppliers without any human 
contact. The respondent told that online vendor catalogs facility is a prominent feature of 
DHL’s extranet. Customers can do booking and handling of shipments along with getting e-
mail alerts via extranet system. This evidence clearly supports the theory. 
 
Ability to Track Shipments: DHL 
 
According to (Kallioranta and Vlosky, 2004; Lancioni et al, 2000) extranet can be used to 
track shipments. Mr. Y told that shipment tracking facility is the flagship service of DHL’s 
extranet system. This facility paved the way for customers to keep track on their own 
shipment 24 X 7 times without having any contact with DHL’s customer services centre. 
Customers simply go to the extranet page of DHL and type in the air-way-bill number and 
instantaneously they get minute information about their shipments. This finding 
overwhelmingly supports the theory. 
 
Ability to Contact Vendors or Buyers Regarding Customer Service Problem: DHL 
 
Lancioni et al, (2000) pointed out that extranet can be used for contacting vendors or buyers 
for service related problems. DHL’s extranet system has this facility; thus goes in line with 
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the theory. Customers can notify any service disruption via extranet system. DHL personnel 
also proactively detect any service related problem via extranet system and make customers 
aware of that problem as soon as possible. 
 
Ability to Schedule Outbound Shipment: DHL 
 
Presently, DHL’s extranet does not provide any facility to schedule outbound shipment from 
private and public distribution centers on a 24-hour basis. Lancioni et al, (2000) supported 
that extranet has the ability to schedule outbound shipments from private and public 
distribution centers on a 24-hour basis. This finding contradicts the theory. Mr. Y opined that 
the process is not straight forward and requires rigorous government checking and inspection 
to all shipments. That is why scheduling via extranet system is not possible. 
 
Ability to Provide 7-day/24-hour Worldwide Customer Service: DHL 
 
According to (Kallioranta and Vlosky, 2004; Lancioni et al, 2000) it is possible to provide 7-
day/24-hour worldwide customer service via using extranet. 7-day/24-hour world wide 
customer service is one of the key services provided via extranet in DHL. The respondent 
enumerated that extranet diffusion via internet made it possible for customer service 
personnel as well as customers to conveniently track any shipment conveniently and 
flawlessly. The theory matches with the finding. 
 
Ability to Receive Orders from International Customers: DHL 
 
Lancioni et al, (2000) argued that extranet has the ability to receive orders especially from 
international buyers. However, Mr. Y elaborated that DHL currently does not receive any 
orders from international customers. Most of the orders are generated from garment industry 
sector within Bangladesh. This phenomenon differs with the theory. 
 
Ability to Pay Invoices Electronically: DHL 
 
According to Lancioni et al, (2000) extranet can be used to pay invoices electronically to 
check any outstanding debit balances. The respondent stated that DHL’s extranet does not 
render any facility to handle payments or to check outstanding debit balances of customers. 
Credit card payment via internet has not become common practice in Bangladesh, and as a 
result the electronic payment system could not be incorporated with the extranet in SCM of 
DHL. This scenario contradicts the theory. 
 
Ability to be More Responsive to Customers: DHL 
 
Lancioni et al, (2000) elaborated that extranet can be used to become more responsive to 
customers. The respondent told that as customers get the facility to check shipment status via 
extranet without bothering customer service personnel, these personnel can give more time to 
address complex problems and solve them to the satisfaction of the customers. This 
phenomenon made DHL personnel to be more responsive to customer service problem; thus 
goes in line with the theory fully. 
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Ability to Reduce Service costs and Response Time: DHL 
 
DHL’s extranet system handles bulk of the customer service problem by itself. This 
automated system relieves service personnel from attending each and every problem and give 
answers to problems in real time. As a result, the response time has become efficient. As a 
ripple effect, service cost also became less as fewer people are needed to handle customer 
care in the DHL’s customer care facility. This picture fully agrees with (Kallioranta and 
Vlosky, 2004; Lancioni et al, 2000) where they stated that extranet can reduce service costs 
and response time.   
 
The following Table 6.5 describes the benefits of extranet in SCM of DHL: 
 
Table 6.5: Benefits of Extranet in SCM (DHL) 
 

Conform to Theory Benefits 
Fully Partially Not at all 

Online vendor catalogs    
Ability to track shipments    
Ability to contact vendors or buyers 
regarding customer service problem 

   

Ability to schedule outbound shipment    
Ability to provide 7-day/24-hour 
worldwide customer service 

   

Ability to receive orders from 
international customers 

   

Ability to pay invoices electronically    
Ability to be more responsive to 
customers 

   

Ability to Reduce Service costs and 
response time 

   

 
SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
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6.2.3 Cross Case Analysis: 
 
             (Benefits of Extranet in SCM: LKAB and DHL) 
 
The Table 6.6 consists the data of Table 6.4 and Table 6.5 where the data relating to benefits 
of extranet in SCM have been amalgamated and presented with symbols to have overall 
understanding of the two cases and how they perceived benefits of extranets in their 
respective organizations. While comparing the data, we can clearly see that the findings 
showed that each case perceived extranet benefits in the context of its circumstances. Among 
nine variables that have been considered to capture the context of extranet benefits, LKAB 
and DHL showed varied differences in some areas as well as similarities in other areas that 
are described below: 
 
The following Table 6.6 shows the comparison of LKAB and DHL’s extranet benefits status: 
 
Table 6.6: Comparison of Benefits of Extranet in SCM: LKAB and DHL 
 

Comparison Benefits 
LKAB DHL 

Online vendor catalogs   
Ability to track shipments   
Ability to contact vendors or buyers 
regarding customer service problem 

  

Ability to schedule outbound shipment   
Ability to provide 7-day/24-hour 
worldwide customer service 

  

Ability to receive orders from 
international customers 

  

Ability to pay invoices electronically   
Ability to be more responsive to 
customers 

  

Ability to Reduce Service costs and 
response time 

  

 

SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
 
Online Vendor Catalogs: LKAB and DHL 
 
In the matter of online vendor catalogs, LKAB differs and DHL goes in line with the theory. 
According to Lancioni et al, (2000), online vendor catalogs can be incorporated in the 
extranet for buyers to find, select, and order items directly from suppliers without any human 
contact. LKAB has a long process of negotiation for any order to finalize, which is why they 
do not use this facility in their extranet. However, DHL does the facility for booking and 
handling of shipments via extranet. 
 
Ability to Track Shipments: LKAB and DHL 
 
According to (Kallioranta and Vlosky, 2004; Lancioni et al, 2000) extranet can be used to 
track shipments. Both cases fully complied with theories. LKAB provides shipment tracking 
facility to its customers. DHL postulated that it is their flagship services of its extranet system 
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through which customers can track shipments conveniently by entering a unique code affixed 
to each shipment called air-way-bill. 
 
Ability to Contact Vendors or Buyers Regarding Customer Service Problem: LKAB and DHL 
 
LKAB goes partially and DHL goes fully with the theory. Lancioni et al, (2000) pointed out 
that extranet can be used for contacting vendors or buyers for service related problems. 
LKAB’s customers contact them via telephone and fax instead of using extranet although 
their extranet has the facility to contact them for any problems. Seldom customers use 
extranet to notify any problem. On the other hand, DHL’s customers use extranet to contact 
them for any service disruption. 
 

Ability to Schedule Outbound Shipment: LKAB and DHL 
 
Both cases show negative relationship with theory in the matter of scheduling outbound 
shipment. Lancioni et al, (2000) pointed out that extranet has the ability to schedule outbound 
shipments from private and public distribution centers on a 24-hour basis. LKAB makes 
yearly schedule manually for all outbound shipments. DHL also did not incorporate this 
facility in their extranet system due to the fact that scheduling outbound shipments requires 
exhaustive and rigorous government checking and inspection to shipments; thus make it 
unfeasible to incorporate it in extranet. 
 

Ability to Provide 7-day/24-hour Worldwide Customer Service: LKAB and DHL 
 
LKAB goes against and DHL goes along with the theories of (Kallioranta and Vlosky, 2004; 
Lancioni et al, 2000) that it is possible to provide 7-day/24-hour worldwide customer service 
via using extranet. LKAB does not require on time and prompt customer service as they have 
few and selected customers. Conversely, 7-day/24-hour Worldwide Customer Service is one 
of the key services of DHL via extranet. 
 
Ability to Receive Orders from International Customers: LKAB and DHL 
 
Lancioni et al, (2000) argued that extranet has the ability to receive orders especially from 
international buyers. Both cases differ with the theory by citing different reasons. LKAB’s 
business dictates that they go through a long process of negotiation for order from 
international as well as national customers. Each order covers millions of kroners and once an 
order is finalized it takes several months to execute that order. However, in the case of DHL, 
all orders are generated from national customers especially from the garment industry sector. 
 
Ability to Pay Invoices Electronically: LKAB and DHL 
 
Here also both cases go against the theory. According to Lancioni et al, (2000) extranet can 
be used to pay invoices electronically to check any outstanding debit balances. LKAB’s 
customers purchase products that involve millions of Kroners and payments are done only 
several times in a year. That is why they do not require incorporating payment feature in 
extranet; rather they send invoices via regular mail or email attachment via internet. DHL did 
not include this facility because in Bangladesh credit card payment via internet has not been 
used yet. 
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Ability to be More Responsive to Customers: LKAB and DHL 
 
Lancioni et al, (2000) elaborated that extranet can be used to become more responsive to 
customers. Both firms demonstrated that they become more responsive to customers; thus go 
perfectly with the theory. LKAB showed that customers’ remarks and opinions are being 
stored chronologically and systematically in their extranet system for them to be more 
responsive to customers. DHL’s customers can track their own shipments and do not bother to 
call customer service personnel, this let service personnel to address complex problems with 
care and up to the satisfaction of customers.  
 
Ability to Reduce Service costs and Response Time: LKAB and DHL 
 
According to (Kallioranta and Vlosky, 2004; Lancioni et al, 2000) extranet can reduce service 
costs and response time. LKAB told that their service costs have not reduced radically 
however the response times have become quicker. LKAB’s business runs mainly via physical 
system not via e-system thus making the extranet merely a support tool in the business 
process. However, DHL’s extranet relives its service personnel from attending each problem 
as extranet takes care most of the customer’s problems. As a ripple effect, service cost also 
became less as fewer people are needed to handle customer care in the DHL’s customer care 
facility. The findings conclude that LKAB goes partly and DHL goes fully with theories. 
 
 
6.3 RQ 3: Drawbacks of extranet in SCM 
 
The drawbacks of extranet in SCM have been examined by many authors in their research. 
Some of which have been included in our literature review section. Among those theories, we 
have taken into consideration selected theories that deemed fit for our study. Here we are 
presenting the within case analyses of two cases relating to drawbacks of extranet in SCM 
followed by cross case analysis. 
 
6.3.1 Within Case Analysis: LKAB 
 
Cost of Implementation: LKAB 
 
Lankford (2004) postulated that implementation of a fully-integrated extranet based supply 
chain is expensive. And implementation of a fully functional extranet system requires 
significant initial investment and company has to allocate its time and exert effort to 
implement the system appropriately. Many companies perceive this expenditure as a barrier to 
extranet implementation. However, LKAB did not see the expense as a threat or barrier when 
they first adopted the extranet during 1999-2000 periods. They made the needed investment to 
apply the system in their business process. Although the respondent mentioned that LKAB’s 
extranet is yet to be fully integrated into its SCM, and the management is strongly thinking to 
invest more to make the system more effective. The findings show that LKAB did not and 
still do not perceive that cost as a barrier to extranet implementation and it differs fully with 
the theory. 
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Loss of Trust: LKAB  
 
According to Scalet (2001) many companies show little trust in sharing actual data via 
extranet with other companies. And some shield company data in the fear that their delicate 
information may end up in the hand of competitors and as a result they loose competitive 
advantage. (ibid). However, LKAB never felt that sharing information with customers and 
others would result in loss of trust among them. According to the respondent, LKAB does not 
include delicate information like financial data in their extranet system and other information 
regarding pricing of iron ore products do not pose any threat as these pricings are known to 
everybody throughout the world. The findings show that it contradicts the theory.  
 
Unable to Adapt to Change: LKAB 
 
According to Lancaster et al, (2006) one of the noteworthy drawbacks of extranet in supply 
chain strategy is when forced to respond to unexpected events, the system does not work 
efficiently as inventory levels are kept at minimum.  The emergency may arise from delayed 
shipment, jump in demand, and natural disaster. Unable to adapt to these changes may put a 
firm in disadvantages position. (ibid). In the case of LKAB the findings show that their 
extranet is not prone to this kind of shortcomings; thus opposes the theory. Almost all 
customers of LKAB have good stock in their inventory and if any emergency occurs due to 
unavoidable circumstances, LKAB has enough time to replenish the shortfalls. Another 
significant scenario is that, the customers do not rely on the extranet of LKAB for ordering 
any product; thus keep them indulged in with paper and email information for any kind of 
order and shipment. 
 
Losing Inimitability of Product: LKAB 
 
Extranet implementation in SCM may result in product imitation & end up losing 
inimitability of product as firms have to partners with small suppliers and if a firm no longer 
has full control of the process, it can become easily copied (Porter, 2001). LKAB does not go 
inline with this theory. The production of iron ore to pellet are common process and known to 
all competitors. Moreover, LKAB does not have to partner to any small companies for having 
raw materials supplied. Natural reserve of iron mine is the sole raw materials for the 
company, so the threat of process being copied is non existent.  
 
Unnecessary Liability: LKAB 
 
Nash (1997) suggested that liability issue is another drawback of extranet use and the extranet 
operators may be liable for the loss of business to other partners due to extranet crash. If 
LKAB’s extranet does not work properly, the production or shipment does not get a hint and 
the process goes as smoothly as expected. The reason is that extranet in LKAB is only used as 
a supplementary system and no other partners or customers are affected for any sudden halt of 
the extranet system. So, it is not considered as a drawback for LKAB. 
 
Lack of Security: LKAB 
 
According to (Anderson, 1998; Bort and Felix, 1997) security is the biggest concern of an 
extranet system. This system uses public internet and it is vulnerable to getting encroached by 
unscrupulous people. Also the host company must make sure that the information is only 
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accessed by the intended recipients only. (ibid). The respondent told that LKAB does not feel 
any risk due to its extranet. No confidential data are being disseminated through their extranet 
system. This practice is not for any security concern; LKAB does not require putting 
confidential information like financial data into its extranet system. Moreover, they are 
confident that their system is secure enough to fend of any unintended invasions by hackers. 
Again, the theory contradicts with the findings.  
 
The following Table 6.7 describes the drawbacks of extranet in SCM of LKAB: 
 
 Table 6.7: Drawbacks of Extranet in SCM (LKAB) 
 

Conform to Theory Drawbacks 
Fully Partially Not at all 

Cost of Implementation    
Loss of Trust     
Unable to Adapt to Change    
Losing Inimitability of Product    
Unnecessary Liability    

   Lack of Security 

 
SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
 
6.3.2 Within Case Analysis: DHL 
 
Cost of Implementation: DHL 
 
According to Lankford (2004) implementation of a fully-integrated extranet based supply 
chain is expensive. The author also mentioned that extranet promises many advantages once it 
is fully integrated into a supply chain, but a significant initial investment is needed for full 
deployment. Mr. Y postulated that DHL never considers that investment on extranet is costly. 
He stressed that it is the very backbone of the company’s service. DHL also provide free of 
cost hardware and software to its band A customers to ensure a smooth SCM system by using 
extranet. DHL implemented fully integrated extranet into its supply chain and never consider 
the needed investment a barrier or threat. This scenario fully goes against the theory. 
 
Loss of Trust: DHL  
 
Scalet (2001) pointed out that many companies show little trust in sharing actual data via 
extranet with other companies. According to Mr. Y loss of trust in sharing data has never been 
an issue for DHL as far as extranet is concerned. DHL made sure that their extranet system 
are full proof and can fend off unexpected intruders if anybody wants to hack the system. 
Moreover, no important data other than product/service information and tracking/ordering 
information are given in the extranet system, which keep the system safe from any unintended 
hackers who could have tried to infiltrate into the system if any conspicuous data had been 
stored. This finding also does not go in line with the theory. 
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Unable to Adapt to Change: DHL 
 
According to Lancaster et al, (2006) one of the noteworthy drawbacks of extranet in supply 
chain strategy is when forced to respond to unexpected events, the system does not work 
properly. Again, Lee (2004) observed that extranet implemented SCM has the shortcoming of 
over reliance on speed instead of agility. Mr Y mentioned that the extranet system of DHL is 
well equipped to adapt to any change due to breakdown of the system or handle situation 
when lots of shipments get delayed due to problem with aircraft schedule. Moreover, DHL’s 
extranet system balances speed of service with agility by introducing RFID chip to shipments. 
The above findings clearly go against the theories. 
 
Losing Inimitability of Product: DHL 
 
Porter (2001) opined that extranet implementation in SCM may result in product imitation & 
end up losing inimitability of product as firms have to partners with small suppliers and if a 
firm no longer has full control of the process, it can become easily copied. Mr. Y enumerated 
that DHL never perceived that its product/service is unique in a sense that in air express 
business the services DHL renders can be easily seen and copied by any competitors. 
Whatever they offer in their extranet system can also be offered by others as well. As a result, 
it never poses any threat to DHL; thus challenges the theory. 
 
Unnecessary Liability: DHL 
 
According to Nash (1997) the extranet operator may be liable for the loss of business to other 
partners due to an extranet crash. The respondent confidently told that the extranet system of 
DHL has never been halted during last five years. The system itself has self recovery 
mechanism if the system faced with any problem. Moreover, the research and development 
team of DHL continuously monitors the system to ensure flawless operations. This strong 
finding also goes against the theory. 
 
Lack of Security: DHL 
 
According to (Anderson, 1998; Bort and Felix, 1997) security is the biggest concern of an 
extranet system. This system uses public internet and it is vulnerable to getting encroached by 
unscrupulous people. Also the host company must make sure that the information is only 
accessed by the intended recipients only. (ibid). The finding opposes the theory as DHL only 
disseminates shipment related information and not any payment information in the system. 
The payment through credit card is not a usual practice is Bangladesh, which is why DHL did 
not include payment system in their extranet. 
 
The following Table 6.8 describes the drawbacks of extranet in SCM of DHL: 
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 Table 6.8: Drawbacks of Extranet in SCM (DHL) 
 

Conform to Theory Drawbacks 
Fully Partially Not at all 

Cost of Implementation    
Loss of Trust     
Unable to Adapt to Change    
Losing Inimitability of Product    
Unnecessary Liability    

   Lack of Security 

 
SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
 
6.3.3 Cross Case Analysis: 
 

(Drawbacks of Extranet in SCM: LKAB and DHL) 
 
The Table 6.9 amalgamates the Table 6.7 and Table 6.8 to portray the drawbacks of extranets 
in SCM in the light of two cases. Coincidentally, both cases showed same results to all 
variables that have been used to capture the empirical circumstances. Even though, these two 
cases represent two divergent industries, they perceived various extranet drawbacks in the 
same manner. Another astonishing finding is that both cases differed with established theories 
in all respects. 
 
The following Table 6.9 shows the comparison of LKAB and DHL’s extranet drawbacks 
status: 
 
Table 6.9: Comparison of Drawbacks of Extranet in SCM: LKAB and DHL 
 

Comparison Drawbacks 
LKAB DHL 

Cost of Implementation   
Loss of Trust    
Unable to Adapt to Change   
Losing Inimitability of Product   
Unnecessary Liability   

  Lack of Security 

 
SOURCE: Authors’ Own Construction 
 
It is shown that for LKAB and DHL all variables relating to extranet drawbacks in SCM have 
gone against theories. So, we have a common pattern of negative relationships with 
established theories. That is why we elaborate our cross case under one heading named, 
Drawbacks below: 
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Drawbacks: LKAB and DHL 
 
Six variables showed negative results for both cases, and established a common pattern. 
However, the empirical evidences reveal that each case has its unique characteristic relevant 
to each variable. For the matter of cost of implementation, the theory said that implementation 
of a fully-integrated extranet based supply chain is expensive (Lankford (2004). Both cases 
negated the theory by postulating that they previously did not and still do not perceive 
expense as a barrier to extranet in SCM. Loss of trust also never matters to both firms. The 
finding differed with Scalet (2001) where it is mentioned that companies show little trust in 
sharing actual data via extranet with other companies. LKAB opposes the theory by arguing 
that they share all information including pricing and does not have to shield any information 
due to the fact that iron ore pricing is known to everyone and they feel that the data they share 
is secured. The similar view echoed by DHL also. According to Lancaster et al. (2006) one of 
the noteworthy drawbacks of extranet in supply chain strategy is when forced to respond to 
unexpected events. The company tend to unable to adapt to changes. However, LKAB and 
DHL’s extranet are not prone to this shortcoming. LKAB’s business process seldom calls for 
facing unexpected situation as business runs smoothly with the aid of favourable external 
factors. DHL’s extranet system balances speed of service with agility thereby confronting 
unexpected situation effectively. 
 
Loosing inimitability of product also never posed any barrier to both companies as far as 
extranet in SCM is concerned; thus negating theory of Porter (2001) that extranet 
implementation in SCM may result in product imitation & end up losing inimitability of 
product. LKAB’s mines are filled with one of the finest iron ores in the world and this natural 
advantage or uniqueness cannot be copied by any competitors, moreover, the processing of 
iron ore to pellet is also no secret to anybody. DHL also confessed that air express business 
does not have any exclusivity that has to be kept secret. Unnecessary liability also never 
bothers any of the firms. Both LKAB and DHL suggested that they do not carry any liability 
due to extranet crash as both of them have proper backups and both of them maintain their 
extranet properly for seamless running. Lastly, security issue also poses no threat to extranet 
implementation in SCM to any of the companies. They both are confident that their extranet 
systems are secure and DHL boasted that their extranet never breaks down for last five years 
and their extranet security is also being monitored round the clock by an expert group of IT 
professionals.  
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7   FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

n this chapter we intend to give answers to the research questions in order to gain better 
understanding to our research problem. Then, Conclusion is drawn based on theories 

and analysed data. The underlying reasons for similarities and differences found in the 
analysis are also presented here. 

 I
 
7.1 Findings 
 
How can the extranet adoption in SCM be described in terms of organizational factors? 
 
Our research question looks into the aspects of extranet adoption in SCM in terms of 
organizational factors like corporate culture, strategy, and top management support etc. The 
findings show that the theory is not fully analogous to the reality of extranet adoption 
investigated. These matching and differences are dissimilar in case to case and also in 
different factors. 
 
The research shows that company strategy and overall organizational culture fully support the 
implementation of modern technology like extranet. IT competency of employees and top 
managements awareness and support also favour the adoption of extranet in SCM. These 
organizational factors almost go along with the theory. 
 
Companies expressed different opinions in the influence of external environmental factors in 
the adoption process. It is because of the location of business operations of the company. 
Political, social and cultural factors differ from country to country. Countries having solid or 
positive environmental factors do not influence the companies’ advancements, but in unstable 
regions, environmental factors influence the extranet adoption in SCM in a great way. 
Technological factors influence everybody. 
 
Competitor’s pressure and IT integration and interoperability partially influence the adoption 
of extranet, but companies expressed contradicting opinion. It is because of the business 
nature of the investigated companies. A highly technology reliant company like DHL does not 
mind competitors pressure at all in comparison with less technical companies.  
 
The study indicates that companies generally connect extranet with all of their exchange 
partners regardless of profitability and size. It contradicts the theory. The reason is that both 
companies realized that they can maximize their profits by collaborating all partners 
regardless of their sizes or business transactions. 
 
The description of extranet adoption in SCM in terms of organizational factors indicates that 
overall corporate culture and strategy is in favour of adopting and maintaining the extranet. IT 
skill set of the company and top managements vision of the use of modern technology are in 
favour of the adoption of extranet. Influence of environmental factors differs from region to 
region. Competitors pressure and IT integration also differs in case by case. 
 
How can the benefits of extranet in SCM be described? 
 
The second research question deals with the benefits of extranet in SCM, and literatures are 
compared with findings and conclusion is drawn on the basis of reality. The study brings 
mixed result when comparing to the theory. 
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Tracking shipments and more responsive to customers are the two major advantages that 
totally go in line with the theory. 
 
The other findings regarding the extranet advantage were as followed: 
 
• Extranet might save money and time if it is trusted and used thoroughly. 
• Extranet might not improve the ability to pay invoice electronically, the reason may be the 

less use of extranet and low technological advancement in the country of business. 
• Extranet might not improve the ability to receive orders from international customers; the 

reason can be the nature of business and the complicity of the product. 
• Extranet might not improve the ability to schedule outbound shipment; again the reason 

may be the business practice of the engaged firms and government regulations like 
customs in a particular country. 

• Extranet may be useful in providing 24 X 7 customer service and online vendor catalogues 
and mainly depends upon the how company uses its system and nature of its product. 

• Extranet may improve the ability to contact vendors or buyers regarding customer service 
problem. It may vary among different companies due to the business practices a company 
follows. 

 
The research also points out that there can be a correlation between extranet use and how to 
perceive its advantages. The findings show some major disagreements between theory and 
practice. This is due to the nature of business and product/service, business practices and 
government regulations in an area.  
 
How can the drawbacks of extranet in SCM be described? 
 
Drawbacks of extranet in SCM are discussed here. The findings do not at all support theories. 
Following are the findings regarding the disadvantages of extranet: 
 
• Cost of extranet implementation might not be a disadvantage because companies consider 

this investment is a necessary one. Easy availability of technology and size of the 
company studied are another reasons. 

• Lack of security and trust might not be a disadvantage with extranet use in SCM because 
companies generally do not put very sensitive information in extranet and technological 
advancement eliminates the pilfering of information by intruders and hackers. 

• Extranet does not bring unnecessary liability to the company and it never limits the ability 
of a company to adapt to change. Recent technical improvements in the field of software 
and hard ware may be the reason. 

• Inimitability of a product might not be a disadvantage with extranet use in SCM as the 
companies investigated reveal that their product or service is not unique and do not pose 
any threat of being copied.  

  
The research also indicates that technological advancements in the field of extranet offset the 
disadvantages which are mentioned in the theory. 
 
7.2 Conclusions 
 
We have drawn conclusions keeping in view of our research questions that pertained the 
scenario of extranet adoption in SCM with respect to the organizational factors and to find out 
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the benefits and drawbacks. And the following conclusions have been drawn to summarize 
our research study:  
 
The conclusions drawn from this study are that organizational factors indeed play a vital role 
to the adoption of extranet in SCM. Extranet has the potential to provide far more benefits to 
firms than they perceive. Company’s culture, strategy, awareness of top management and IT 
competency of its employees play a vital role in the adoption of extranet in SCM. 
Environmental factors, competitor’s pressure and IT integration partially influence the 
extranet adoption; however, it varies from case to case. Companies also connect extranet with 
all of its partners for their day to day businesses. 
 
Extranet could provide more benefits if they are taken as a tool to be used in making 
strategies and setting procedures at different levels. The extranet investigated differs from 
what the literature suggested on many points. The contradiction to the theory in extranet 
advantages and disadvantages may be less use of extranet by studied companies, low 
technological advancement in the country of business, the nature of business, the complicity 
of the product, the business practice of the engaged companies, and government regulations 
like customs in a particular country. 
 
An overall conclusion can be made that the more extranet phenomenon is studied the more 
diverse form of benefits can be derived by refining organizational practices for business 
excellence. Rapid changes in the technology bring different type of advantages and 
disadvantages to the extranet. The extranet is changing faster than the literature emerges. 
Technological improvements offset the major disadvantages that once researchers considered 
obstacle to the extranet implementation. Due to the enhanced customer service and 
connectivity by extranet, the advantages may change from time to time. Our research 
indicated that all members of the company, from top management personnel to first level 
employees should have the positive mindsets to adapt to contemporary developments in 
technology to reap the maximum benefits of extranet. 
 
7.3 Implications 
 
7.3.1 Management Implications 
 
The advent of internet especially extranet is transforming businesses and its competition. The 
use of extranet in SCM is quiet common in present times. The extranet is vital for cost 
effective management of a supply chain and  the accurate information from a wide range of 
operating areas like transportation, inventory, customer service, production scheduling, order 
processing give the  ability to react quickly to market changes and improve the utilization of 
assets. We think that effective use of extranet will facilitate managers to monitor their supply 
chain operations more dynamically and reduce costs significantly when inefficiencies arise, 
and the effects of these will continue to influence the profitability of firms vividly.  
 
We think that the key decision makers of the company should find out the full potential of the 
extranet and they must be aware of the latest modifications and advancements in the extranet 
technology itself. A positive thinking and approach from the top management towards the 
extranet is ideal for the enhancement of overall profitability of the company. Because, 
Extranet will enable companies to achieve the true efficiencies embodied in supply chain cost 
reductions, which is based on the axiom that “a 1-cent reduction in supply chain costs can 
have as much as a 5-cent improvement on operating profits.” 
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It is not advisable to blindly follow the technological trends and changes in the world without 
proper evaluation. While adopting a technology like extranet, the company should thoroughly 
analyse the usefulness, long term strategic business benefits and chances of enhanced 
profitability of the organization. 
 
We feel that traditional business can improve their overall efficiency with the use of extranet 
in their supply chains. Lack of knowledge in the proper use of extranet may persuade the 
managers to relegate the system. For this reason, training to the staff and managers of the 
company to adapt and understand with the new technology is vital for the successes of the 
system. Further more the entire organizational culture must favourably change towards the 
new technology like extranet. 
 
7.3.2 Implications for Theory 
 
The concept of extranet use in companies is rather a new concept as mentioned previously. 
Viewing adoption of extranets in connection with organizational factors is even newer. The 
purpose of the study is to gain a better understanding of extranet adoption in SCM with 
respect to the organizational factors and to find out the benefits and drawbacks. 
 
Surprisingly, the theory contradicts more with the findings than we expected. There is a clear 
gap between the theory and practices exist in case of extranet. So far, little research has been 
done in this field. This thesis’s contribution to the theory is based on the two specific cases 
studied and can serve as a basis for further research. The extranet is a new area of research 
and it changes rapidly that there is still large areas of issues that need to be explored, 
described and explained. That is why we suggest further research in this area. 
 
7.3.3 Implications for future research 
 
This thesis has revealed the importance and potential growth of extranet in SCM. Extranet is 
relatively new phenomenon and there is plenty to explore within this subject. In addition, 
limitation of this study also indicates scope for future research. Future research could make 
several extensions of the study. Our study was limited to two companies and the results that 
we derived were based on data collected from within the periphery of these two companies, 
for this reason the findings may not be conclusive and there is a need for further study with in 
depth analysis to have a comprehensive findings in this regard. Our suggestions for the future 
research are: 
 

• To further investigate to find out the relationship between organizational factors 
and extranet benefits and drawbacks. 

• To make same study on different number of samples. 
• To conduct same study on SME’s to see the differences. 
• To investigate the impact of extranet adoption in SCM when companies expand 

businesses in international arena. 
• To investigate the influence of other factors to the adoption of extranet in SCM. 
• To explore the impact of extranet adoption in B2C settings. 
• To reinvestigate the advantages and disadvantages of extranet in B2B and B2C 

settings with samples from other parts of the world. 
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Appendix – A 
 

Interview Guide 
 

Name of the Organization: 
Name of the Interviewee: 
Designation: 
 

Organizational Factors Affecting Extranet Adoption in SCM 
 

Briefly explain when your company first introduced extranet in the organization. 
Why you implemented extranet in your organization.  
 
1. Does your company have the culture of sharing information freely with partners 
as well as employees within your organization? Does your company have the 
practice of giving autonomy to managers to take decisions in business transaction? 
Do the employees trust each other to share information? Do you have a culture of 
team oriented work and flexibility to contribute in making decision.  

Corporate 
Culture 

 
2. Do you provide same level of customer service to all your customers or you 
provide customized service and give extra value added service that you think affect 
the implementation of extranet. 

Corporate 
strategy 

 
3. Have your top management made the strategic decision to implement extranet in 
SCM or it came from the influence of the technology division or by external 
pressure. Does your top management fully encourage using the extranet within the 
company and with the suppliers and partners.  

Top Mgmt 
Support 

IT competency 
of HR 

 
4. Do most of your employee in the management know basic IT skill, like using 
email, using word processing and familiarizing with spread-sheet. 
 
5. Do you have proper infrastructure to use internet within your company as well as 
proper infrastructure to communicate with your business partners via internet 
seamlessly.  

Macro 
Environmental 
support 

 
6. Has your company made the decision to use extranet in SCM due to competitors’ 
pressure or have your company made the decision to improve the efficiency of the 
SCM system. 

Competitors’ 
Pressure 

Exchange 
Partners 

 
7. Have you implemented extranet to target only the important partners or customers 
who bring the largest amount of money in terms of sales.  
 
8. Does your extranet system is flexible enough to integrate information with the 
database use within the company.  

 

IT integration, 
interpretability 

 

Benefits of Extranet in SCM 
 

Briefly explain what are the benefits of using the extranet in SCM? 
 
1.  On-line vendor catalogs from which buyers can find, select, and order items 
directly from suppliers without any human contact. 
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2.  The ability to track shipments using a wide variety of modes including truck, rail, 
ship and air transport. 
 
3.  The ability to contact vendors or buyers regarding customer service problems 
from late deliveries, stock-outs, alterations in scheduled shipment dates, late arrivals, 
and a wide variety of other service issues. 
 
4.  The ability to schedule outbound shipments from private and public distribution 
centers on a 24-hour basis. 
 
5.   The ability to provide 7-day/24-hour worldwide customer service. 
 
6.   The ability to receive orders from international customers. 
 
7.   The ability to pay invoices electronically and to check outstanding debit 
balances. 
 
8.   The ability to be more responsive to customer service problems. 
 
9.   The ability to reduce service costs and response time. 

 
Drawbacks of Extranet in SCM 
 

Briefly explain what are the drawbacks of extranet in SCM? 
 

Cost of 
implementation 1. Does your company think that implementing extranet is costly? 

 
2. Does your company feel that using extranet will result in losing trust and feel fear 
that company’s secret information will go to competitors hand due to use of 
extranet.  

Loss of 
Trust 

 
3. Does your company feel that they rely on speed instead of agility? Does your 
company have enough measure to respond of unexpected events like jump in 
demand, natural disaster, or delayed shipment? Do you think reliance of extranet 
made the company unable to adapt to the unexpected events. 

Unable to adapt 
to change 

 
Loosing the 
inimitability 
of Product 

4. Do you think that using extranet can have threat to the exclusivity of your 
company product? 
 
5. If extranet is not properly worked, then does your company feel that it is liable for 
not properly giving enough information to its partners, and thus result in business 
loss. 

Unnecessary 
Liability 

 
6. Do you feel that security is a threat for using extranet as conspicuous data like 
financial information, technical details, or shipment information are being sent via 
extranet. If these are tapped by unintended recipients then sensitive information 
would be leaked. 

Lack of 
Security 
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